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The purpose of this study was to examine some of the
factors that relate to the survival of the independent black
educational institution CiBEI). This study was designed to
answer the following questions:
1. What are the factors that are considered
important to the survival of an IBEI by
those who govern these institutions?
2. What are the factors that lead to the
demise of an IBEI, as determined by its
owners/operators?
3. What are the implications of these findings





following factors were used in answering the
questions: governance, financial situation,
involvement, faculty qualifications, property
and mission/ideology.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study will add to the body of knowledge by
providing a bibliography on independent black educational
institutions. This study will also permit new or existing
IBEI’s to use this research as a point of departure in
determining the parallel relationship, if any, between the




There were two procedural phases utilized in this
study. In phase one an interview guide was developed in
order to investigate four IBEI’s in depth. These in depth
investigations or case studies generated a sufficient amount
of information to identify categories of issues for further
inquiry. The information obtained from the case studies was
then formulated into questions in order to survey the
population.
In phase two, data were collected, from forty (40) open
and eight (8) closed IBEI's. The following statistical
analysis was performed: 1) An item by item analysis was
performed on each question to determine the frequencies of
the responses. 2) The Chi Square test of significance was
used to statistically determine if the responses would be
biased due to the disproportionate number of opened and
closed schools. 3) The T-value was computed for both open
and closed schools. The T-value was used to determine if the
responses from the open and closed schools were different at
a statistically significant level for the groups of
questions which related to each of the six survival and
demise factors. In addition, several individuals long
associated with the IBEI movement were interviewed as
primary sources for information regarding defunct IBEI's.
Results
The .05 confidence level was selected for significance.
The null hypothesis was accepted for all but one of the
demographic information categories. There was a true
population difference in the regional location of the open
and closed schools. There was no significant difference in
the responses from the open and closed schools in each of
the six categories tested.
The case study schools and the survey schools ranked
the six factors in order of importance to their survival in
the following manner;
{Case Study Ranking}1-Ideolo gy2-Community Involvement3-Faoulty Qualifications
4-Governance5-Financial Situation <tied>
5-Property Ownership




There is little agreement among administrators of
IBEI’s regarding the impact of the selected factors on
their institutions.
To operate effectively under conditions of adversity,
the IBEI has to function as a business organization whose
survival is threatened.
A strong central governing board is needed to
effectively promote the mission of the IBEI and enlist
community involvement.
Based upon the extent of community involvement, the
financial situation of the IBEI will permit it to own its
property and determine its faculty qualifications.
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The alternative schools under discussion developed
during the turmoil of the sixties when a variety of moves
1
were made by the African American community to effectuate
a change within the institution of American education.
Examples of the moves made by the African American
community were: the community control of schools movement,
the Black Studies movement, the efforts to establish black
universities, the increase in the number of black school
administrators and the unfolding of the independent black
school movement. Other examples were the black student
movement and the growth of national black
organizations which concerned themselves with the issue of
education. In addition, black caucuses developed within
educationally oriented national organizations as a means




To most educators the term ’’alternative school”
suggests open structured classrooms, non-authoritarian
classroom governance, non-traditional curricular activities
and other alternatives to the traditional modes of
schooling. The ■ black freedom schools of the sixties and
early seventies also provided alternatives to traditional
public school practices. Though many of the black
alternative schools had as part of their names, the word
liberation or freedom, this freedom referred not, as some
would suppose, to the structure of the classroom, but to the
freeing of the minds of African American people from racist
2
thoughts and ideologies.
The freedom school. or the independent black
educational institution, as it is now termed, continues
today to be a part of the educational movement in the
African American community. Several news articles from
opposite sides of the nation have confirmed this movement.
Two newspaper columnists reported on the movement in the
following manner. Thomas A. Johnson, New York Times,reports:
The growth of black private schools, a
phenomenon not widely known about outside
the black community,represents a quiet
social revolution in the same districts
that once rang with cries for community
control of schools.3
3
William Overend, Los Angeles Times, observes:
The Marcus Garvey School is an expression of
the Los Angeles Black community created by
people who feel the public schools have
betrayed their children.4
The term independent black educational institution
refers to an organization which has certain types of
educational programs from pre-school to post college. The
participants of the Nairobi Workshop defined the minimum
institutional characteristics for membership within the
national Pan African School System as follows:1.that Black people be in exclusive control
of the decision making;2.that financial resources be obtained from
any source, but all funds must be received
on terms defined by the institutions and,
in addition the primary emphasis must be
placed upon developing financial
resources from Black people;3.that the institution must subscribe to the
ideology of Pan Africanism and Black
Nationalism;4.that all staff are required to be of
African heritage, and5.that institutional activities must be
directed toward serving the needs of
Black people.5
The independent black school movement is an attempt to
demonstrate that African American educators can educate
African American children and provide "educational
justice" to the African American community. "Educational
justice" requires the creation of educational institutions
which serve to help solve problems within the community.
6
This is in fact, a nation building concept.
4
One observer, G.K. Osei, has noted the difficulty of the
educated African American to "create" those things that
contribute to the lives of other African American people.
This inability to "create" stems largely from the African
American's preoccupation with the acquisition of wealth,
rather than with their ability to functionally apply their
newly acquired knowledge. Osei writes:
There is enough evidence to suggest that the
educated few suffer a reluctance to make any
creative contribution to our lives and to the
world at large. They are content with their
educational qualifications and no more.7
Osei was referring to those whom, he felt, had been educated
to be "absorbed", rather than educated to be "creative"; to
be willing participants in a movement toward
a pluralistic society based on mutual respect, group
8
autonomy and collective obligation.
All children have not benefited equally from the
public school system. Evidence suggests that African
American children have not been extended the same
9
educational opportunities as European American children.
Jonothan Kozol in his book. Death At An Early Age, outlined
the failures of the public school system to provide equal
educational opportunity for African American children.
Marian Wright Edelman, President of the Children's Defense
Fund, in the book Portrait of Inequality-Black And White
Children In America also points out the ways in which the
5
public school system has not provided African American
children with the same skill levels as it has European
American children.
Hannibal Afrik has listed several of the naked
realities that African American children face in the public
school5:
1. Lowered reading and math achievement
SCO res
2. Higher drop out/push out rates
3. Lower percentages of school graduates at
at the elementary, secondary or
collegiate level
4. Receding college entrance test scores
5. Increasing school discipline problems
G. Higher incidence of school vandalism and
assault
7. Greater alienation of teaching staff
from the student population
8. Upsurge in teacher militancy around
organized union self interest issues
9. Declining levels of parental
involvement in educational decisions
10. Recession of culturally dynamic
educational instruction and materials
by textbook publishers
11. Continuation of racist evaluation
techniques of intelligence, aptitude
potential or basic achievement.10
These eleven realities are viewed from the perspective
that the achievement levels of African American children
are below those of middle class European American children
whose achievement levels serve as a benchmark against
which the achievement levels of other ethnic groups are
measured. Afrik is not only comparing the achievement
levels of African and European American children, but he
6
is also comparing the different milieus in which the
instructional and educational processes take place.
An essential thrust of many independent black
educational institutions is to provide an alternative
educational experience, both in content and practice,
towards producing an African personality in America. The
African personality is one in which the person is equipped
to serve the interests, concerns, and aspirations of the
11
African American community. The degree to which this
happens is the degree to which America becomes the setting
for the exchange and sharing of experiences, values,
culture and heritages.
In order to produce the African personality in
America, many independent black educational institutions
have adopted the political ideology of Pan-Africanism or
the unifying concept of Pro-Africanism. Pan-Africanism is
defined as an economic, political and social ideology
which calls for the complete freedom, reunification and
national independence of all people of African descent
12
around the world. Pro-Africanism is defined as the
thinking, acting, creating and building from an African
frame of reference in the interests of African American
13
people.
Advocating the ideas of Pan-Africanism puts the
independent black educational institution at odds with
7
the public school system. Several authors argue that
independent black educational institutions are struggling
with the oppressor for the minds of their children. They
contend that these institutions survive because they
14
represent manifestations of progress in the struggle.
The continual organizational activities of
independent black educational institutions-from the First
Congress of Afrikan People held in 1970 to the National
Center for Neighborhood Enterprise Conference held in 1983-
make it apparent that this is a pertinent issue and topic
of study. The independent black school movement is far
from a dying phenomenon and cannot be termed a mere
aberration in American education, as it is destined to
become a permanent fixture on the American educational
see ne.
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The factors that impact upon the survival of an
independent black educational institution are largely
unknown because there is little, if any, published
research that addresses the issue of the survival of these
institutions. Consideration of the issue of survival is
noteworthy because of its relative effect on new and
existing schools, as well as, African American educational
research
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It was the purpose of this study to examine some of
the factors that relate to the survival of the
independent black educational institution. Hereinafter
referred to as IBEI. This study was designed to answer
the following questions:
1. What are the factors that are considered
important to the survival of an IBEI by
those who govern these institutions?
2. What are the factors that lead to the
demise of an IBEI, as determined by its
o wne rs/operators?
3. What are the implications of these findings
for the future establishmentof IBEI’s?
For the purpose of this study, the following
factors and their operational definitions will be used in
answering the research questions:
Governance - The term "governance" refers to the locus of




Financial Situation - The term "financial situation" refers
to the relationship of the acquisition and use of monies to
the requirements for daily operation of the IBEI.
Community Involvement - The term "community involvement"
refers to the utilization of groups of people living in the
same area as the IBEI in the operation of the school.
Faculty Qualifications - The term "faculty qualifications"
refers to the legitimation source for qualities and skills
of the individuals who give lessons and provide knowledge
to a group of students in the IBEI.
Property Ownership - The term "property ownership" refers
to ownership of the building and the land which houses the
IBEI.
Ide olo gy - The term "ideology" refers to the IBEI's
adherence to a specific mission or purpose.
The preceding six factors were culled from the
16
classic definition of an Independent Black Institution
and from the conclusions drawn by James Doughty's
17
research on the independent black school movement. This
writer has refined these factors into rather specific
aspects of generally broader terms found in those
re fere nee s.
PROCEDURES
There were two procedural phases utilized in this
study. In phase one an interview guide was developed in
order to investigate four IBEI's in depth. These in depth
investigations or case studies generated a sufficient
amount of information to identify categories of issues for
further inquiry. This researcher then formulated this
information into questions in order to survey the
population.
Case studies were necessary for the following
reasons:
a. To compensate for a lack of general
knowledge regarding the IBEI.
b. To provide primary data in light of the
paucity of empirical data.
c. To provide a greater measure of
validity and reliability to the research
topic.
In phase two, the questionnaire was mailed to the
total population. Upon receipt of the returned
questionnaire it was determined whether the IBEI was a
defunct, a disqualified or an existing member of the
population. Operational definitions of these terms follow;
10





the population" refers to the group of IBEI's
no longer in operation. These schools were
defunct if any of the following conditions
1. The envelope containing the survey
questionnaire was returned undeliverable
by the U.S. Postal Service.
2. The survey questionnaire was returned with
a handwritten message on the unopened
envelope indicating that the school was no
longer in operation.
3. The questionnaire was returned and the
respondent checked off the appropriate
blank for a closed school.
Pisqua1ifie d Member of the Population - The term
"disqualified member of the population" refers to a small
group of IBEI's that initially appeared to be eligible
schools; however, after careful scrutiny and returned
correspondence, it was determined that these IBEI's were
not schools. These Institutions were either parent,
community or church organizations that did not qualify as
an educational institution under the criteria established
by this researcher.
Existing Member of the Population - The term "existing
member of the population" refers to the IBEI's that are
now in operation. Schools were considered open if any of
the following criteria were met:
1. The IBEI returned the questionnaire
and indicated that the school was open.
2. The IBEI returned the questionnaire
unanswered while indicating an
unwillingness to participate in research
of this type.
3. The questionnaire was delivered to the
IBEI; however, the administrator refused
to participate in the research and never
returned any of the mailings.
After the data were collected, it was then treated
and analyzed. In addition, several individuals long
associated with the IBEI movement were interviewed as
primary sources for information regarding defunct IBEI's
DELIMITATIONS
This study focuses on IBEI's that are currently in
existence and why their existence has persisted over a
period of time. No conclusions are drawn about the demise
of the closed schools because the researcher was unable to
gain access to informants on those schools, except in a
small number of cases.
LIMITATIONS
This study included only those schools that define
themselves as IBEI’s using the following criteria;
1. African Americans are in exclusive
control of decision making,
2. Finances are received on terms defined by
the institution,
3. The ideology of Pan-Africanism and Black
Nationalism are subscribed to,
4. The staff members are African American
and
5. Activities are directed toward serving the
needs of African American people.
Therefore, the results of this study may be generalized
only to such a population.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study will add to the body of knowledge by
providing a bibliography on independent black educational
institutions. This study will also permit new or existing
IBEI's to use this research as a point of departure in
determining the parallel relationship, if any, between the
six factors investigated and their impact on their
school's survival.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
The literature on the survival of the IBEI is
scarce; however, literature is available on the survival of
traditional and non traditional organizations and the
research methodology that is necessary for investigations
on organizational survival. The chapter will be divided
into three sections to review a portion of this literature.
The literature on organizational survival will be presented
in the first section. The second section will review the
pe rtinent literature on organizational survival in non
traditional organizations. The third section will conclude
with a review of the methodological approaches
for studying such outlier organizations as the IBEI's
being investigated in this study.
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SURVIVAL IN TRADITIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The literature on organizational survival may be
organized according to three methods used to determine an
organization’s status. The first method looks at a study
of organizational performance based on the thesis that
organizations with marginal and poor performance do not
survive. The second method looks at the characteristics
of and the conditions existing within an organization as
they impact upon the survival of an organization. The
third way to determine an organization's status looks at a
systems analysis approach to organizaations based on the
thesis that organizations that do not interact effectively
1
with their environment will not survive.
Organizational Performance
Organizational performance can be defined as the
execution or accomplishment of work within an
2
organization. The work of Borgatta, Couch, and Bales with
"Great Men" provides general support for the thesis that
optimum organizational performance is contingent upon the
compatibility of small group members. "Great Men" were
experimental subjects who were identified as "leaders" by
other group members and who ranked highest on the three
19
functional roles which seem to underlie the performance of
leadership behavior; individual prominence, facilitation
of task performance, and sociability. The groups that
selected the leaders had to perform certain tasks. A
summary of the data gathered regarding these tasks follow:
1.satisfactory record on the performance of
the task
2.lower rates of expressed tension, which is
an indicator of group satisfaction and a
smoothly functioning group
3.more friendly atmosphere and less rigid
distinctions between group members.3
The "Great Men" studies suggest that the degree to
which group members are compatible is a crucial factor in
4
group performance within an organization. It is apparent
that the charismatic appeal of the "Great Man" or leader
is necessary for optimum group performance.
The "Great Men" studies appear to support Max Weber’s
theory of the charismatic leader. Weber suggests that
those subjected to charismatic leadership generally will
acquiesce to the influence of the personality of the
5
leader with whom they identify.
Other factors have also affected organizational
performance. Goals and objectives provide direction to an
organization and therefore affect the organization’s
survival by giving the organization its raison d’etre,
i.e., its reason or justification for surviving.
20
Locke’s research on the effects of goals or objectives
on performance indicates that goals are the most direct
6
motivational determinants of task performance.
Although Druoker’s MBO, {Management Objectives}, is
considered a management theory, it is based on the premise
that goals and objectives are the heart of management.
Therefore MBO is said to improve motivation and performance
7
in an organization.
This literature gives supportive evidence to the
following facts; (1} Organizations with marginal and poor
performance will not survive. [2) The performance and
survival of an organization may be determined by the
leader’s influence and capabilities and, by the
organization’s adherence to its specific goals and
objectives.
ORGANIZATIONAL CONDITIONS
The conditions and characteristics which exist within
an organization affect both the organization’s growth--the
change in an organizations size, when size is measured by
the organization’s employment—and development—the change
in an organizations age. Survival is considered to be one
of the key motives for organizational growth and
development.
21
Large organizations tend to face a more stable
environment than do small ones. Steindl, Whltin and Peston
postulated that it was advantageous for an organization to
be of considerable size if survival was at stake. Survival
correlated with the size of the organization because size
was a good indicator of the organization’s age. It was
determined that large organizations were older
organizations. Large organizations were said to have more
wisdom and knowledge -acquired through experience- to
’’weather the winds of adversity”, financial or
a
otherwise.
Steindl also noted that business failures occur
primarily among small firms. New and untried management of
the small firm was said to be a worst longevity risk than
management with years of experience behind it. For
unsuccessful management, the median age was three years,
while the median age for successful management was twenty-
two years.
The relationship that a large organization has with
outside support systems is also crucial to its survival.
External financial support was more readily available to
large organizations than to small ones according to
g
Woodruff and Alexander.
These researchers share the opinion that the
characteristics that exist within an organization affect
22
its survival. Evidence suggests that the small, young
organization will not survive.
ORGANIZATION ENVIRONMENT RELATIONS
Starbuck has remarked that the effects of the
environment on an organization have serious implications
for the survival of that organization. The organizations
need for satisfactory interaotiverelationships with
elements within its environment is paramount. If an
organization is in a harmonious relationship with the
elements within its environment, then its prospects for
10
survival increase dramatically.
A system analysis approach may be utilized to analyze
the relationship between the organization's environment and
its survival. Environment is defined as everything outside
11
of the system's boundaries.
In order to remain open, a system must make a
conscious effort to perpetuate its existence through an
interchange (positive or negative feedback) with the
environment. The boundaries of a system must be open for
the exchange of individuals, materials, energy, or
information. For example, some variables that can be
classified as environmental concerns for IBEI's would
include; (1) the advantages/disadvantages of being a small,
private Pan African school in an environment
23
that places great value on the large public school system;
C2) the sensitivity of the IBEI to changes in the
environment and its ability to adapt to these changes; (3)
the ability to compete for students and other resources on
a local, state, regional, and national level as public
schools continue to remain a ’’free" alternative. Without
this feature, Ca harmonious relationship with the
environment) the system would be isolated. If a system is
isolated from, rather than open to its environment, that
system suffers from confusion, and an inability to react.
12
This condition leads to the demise of that system.
The nature of the interchange with the environment of
an organization is an important characteristic of an open
system. If, for all practical purposes, the boundaries of
a system are said to be non-permeable the system is closed.
The systems approach offers a conceptual tool for the
analysis of organizations. Looking at the educational
organization as a system that desires to remain open, the
interchange between the system and the environment is
paramount to that organizations's survival.
As pointed out in the introduction to this section,
these three approaches reveal a portion of what has been
researched on the survival of the traditional organization.
The survival factors gleaned from the literature were
24
leadership, goals, size and age and positive interaction
between the organization and elements within its
environment. The significance of these factors in
organizational survival are consisttent throughout the
literature for non-traditional organizations as discussed
in the section which follows. In order to frame an
exploratory study of the IBEI, it is important to draw on
the notions of the scholars of both these type
organizations.
SURVIVAL IN NON-TRAOITIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The literature on two non-traditional type
organizations-the independent black educational institution
and the small private higher education institution-
captures the salient findings from research in this area.
The IBEI is compared to the small private higher education
institution because its survival has also been seriously
threatened. The literature on the IBEI is discussed first,
then the specific factors relative to the survival of an
IBEI are identified and reviewed through the literature on
survival and the small private higher education
institutio n.
25
THE INDEPENDENT BLACK EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
Two doctoral dissertations have furthered the
investigations of the IBEI. These studies were conducted
by June Ridley and James Doughty.
13
The first study by Ridley is described as an
exploratory inductive study which purported to describe by
means of analysis the philosophical foundations, ideology,
purposes and objectives of the national independent black
educational model. Ridley attended the two conferences
where the IBI model was conceived and developed. These two
conferences were the Nairobi College Workshop on IBI's held
in Palo Alto, California on August 17, 1970 and the first
Congress of African People held in Atlanta, Georgia on
September 3, 1970. Ridley interviewed the persons directly
involved with the development of the IBI model.
Ridley employed an open ended interview techniques to
explore the three categorical areas of these meetings.
These areas were definitions, ideology and purposes of the
IBI model. Five professional educators located in the San
Francisco bay area were interviewed for this study.
The results were reported as a summary of the answers
to four key interview questions. The key questions are
presented below with each summary response.
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Question 1. What are your views on public
education?
Response -Public education was a necessity:
however, it was far from sufficient in
educating black people for survival.14
Question 2. What is the ideology of the IBI
model?
Response - The ideology of the IBI should
stress nation building, communalism,
humanism, the African Personality,
decolonization and harmony between man and
his environment.15
Question 3. What are the purposed goals and
objectives?
Response - The primary purpose of an IBI
should be; 1. to provide African people with
identity, purpose, and direction; and 2. to
reinforce and perpetuate the ideology of the
Pan-African world.16
Question 4. How do these issues relate to
public education in general?
Response - The black communities can develop
a cadre of professional and non-professionals
who have the ability to recognize and change
the educational situation by confronting and
challenging it.17
Ridley purposely did not utilize descriptions or
evaluations of any schools or programs. Ridley favored
a philosophical perspective over an operational
framework. She believed that a philosophical
perspective was a more effective means of assessing the
progression and possible regression of an independent
black school system. Ridley also felt that IBEI's must
be on constant guard against the repression of the
’•white establishment" [i:.e., public school system].
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Since the eetablishment of IBEI's would constitute the
rejection of one social system representing a European
world view and replacing it with another representing an
African world view, then, according to Ridley, the
acceptance of an African world view will take time, given
the existing state of affairs. Ridley opined that IBEI's
represent one step in a new direction for African American
people; however, she felt that the lack of finances and
facilities were a hinderance tothe development of these
institutions. Her final observation was that the model
developed in 1970 provided an opportunity for persons to
develop a process whereby they would be able to filter out
and determine that which was most profitable and beneficial




The second study by James Doughty was an historical
analysis of the independent black school movement. Doughty
presented a historical review of the struggles of African
people for quality education, identified the existing
independent black schools, examined the curriculum,
development process and practice within them and organized
the available information into a useful format for African
American researchers and developers who were struggling to
strengthen and perpetuate independent black schools.
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Doughty wrote:
Independent Black schools are in the
embryonic state. These schools must boldly
face certain problems inherent to their
growth and development. These problems fall
into five basic areas; staffing, curriculum,
philosophy, financing and the role of
parents. Extensive and thorough research
must be done in these areas. This study
represents an attempt to undertake a portion
of this mammoth task by focusing on
philosophical, curriculum and parental roles
at these institutions. Hopefully this
research will serve as a springboard for
continuing research and evaluation of the
Independent school movement.20
Doughty's work included data collected on the
existing twenty-one independent black educational
institutions. The data covered the following areas:
educational program type by grade levels, staff, volunteer-
student information on training, community development
aspects and funding sources.
Doughty's data on funding resources established a
clear connection between funding and institutional
stability. It showed that those institutions that were
adequately and sufficiently funded tended to be the most




IBI STABILITY AND FUNDING DATA
SDURCE IBI INVENTORY
Significant Government Funding 7
White Church Funding 2
Minimal Tuition Charge 17
Totally Self-Sufficient 13
Rent Or Lease Facility 7
Owns Facility 14
Source; James J. Doughty, "A Historical Analysis of
Black Education Focusing On The Contemporary Independent
Black School Movement”, CPh.D. dissertation, the Ohio
State University, 1973) p.256.
It is important to note fro m Table I, t hat the
o wne rship of property by fourteen IBI ’ s provided the bas i s
for the total self- sufficiency o f thirteen o f them .
Doughty urged IBI develops rs to se cure suppo rtive
independent funding mechanisms as part of its e ducationa1
His use of the phrase totally self-sufficient
meant that these institutions did not receive any form of
white financial support and that they generated their own
funds through the operation of bookstores, food stores,
clothing cooperatives and from farming, and gardening.
Whereas Ridley studied the IBEI’s as an educational
model. Doughty examined the IBEI's curriculum processes and
practices. After compiling and analyzing the
aforementioned data. Doughty made a series of
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recommendations. These recommendations were based on his
review of the history of African American education and his
study of IBEI's. The following recommendations represent
research areas deemed necessary by Doughty:
1. That a uniform curriculum be developed and
implemented in all IBI's for the purpose
of standardizing achievement scores.
2. That standardized achievement tests be
developed which reflect the political,
cultural, educational and life
experiences of Afrikan people.
3 That these standardized achievement tests
be administered at all IBI's each year.
4. That measures of Afrikan self-concept be
developed in a manner that is consistent
with the political ideology of Pan-
Afrikanism.
5. That continuing research be done into
learning theories, curriculum
development, and instructional system for
the purpose of making direct applications
where appropriate.
6. That a study be undertaken to compare the
self-concept of students in Independent
Black Schools with Afrikan Students in
public schools.
7. That a study be undertaken to develop a
profile of Independent Black school
staff, their personal characteristics,
academic preparation, community-
ideological preparation, experiential
background and areas of interest.
8. That research be undertaken to determine
how or if traditional oredentialing and
accreditation standards apply to
Independent Black Schools.21
THE SMALL PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION
22
Wormley identified institutions of higher education
that were voted "most likely not to succeed". These
institutions were expected to have the most trouble in
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surviving. They were the small less selective private
liberal arts college commonly referred to as ’'invisible
23
colleges" in the aforementioned study. Astin and Lee
summarized that "of all institutions of higher education,
invisible colleges are most likely to become extinct". The
invisible college is characterized by the literature in
the following manner:
I.Size is the most common characteristic
with average enrollment of less than
1,500 students.2.They enjoy the benefits of
smallness, cohesiveness, community,
friendliness and warmth.3.They are private and often church-
related .4.They are rural and attract a
disproportionate number of rural
students, although this distinction
is just the reverse for Catholic
institutions.5.They are less selective than their
more visible and elite counterparts,
as reflected in the average academic
ability of their students.6.Because of competitive disadvantage,
faculties appear to possess less
powerful academic preparation than
at other kinds of institutions.7.They depend on tuition and fees and
private giving for a majority of
their current operating revenues.
Endowments are small or non-existent
and their church relationship is not
accompanied by extensive church
support.24
These patterns also characterize the Independent
Black Educational Institution. Wormley studied
institutions of higher education whose survival was
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seriously threatened. This researcher sought also to study
the common factors which account for the ability of
education institutions to survive.
Much of the literature on higher education
institutions equate their survival ability with their
financial status. Higher education institutions were Judged
to be in financial difficulty if their current financial
condition resulted in a loss in the quality of their
services.
Earl F. Cheit based both his studies on the critical
problem of finances. Cheit concluded that:
The gap between income and expenditure
prospects can be closed only by a
conscious, positive effort to restore
school finance. Recovery will not be the
by-product of other events and other
policies. It requires the deliberate
application of major policies by the
schools and the public, directed to the
future of higher education.24
In addition to finances, other researchers have
considered the importance of non-finanoia1 factors as
crucial to survivability. Lloyd Andrews and Burton
Friedman produced a study that addressed the problems of
the small private liberal arts colleges. A Study Of The
Cause For The Demise Of Certain Small Private, Liberal
Arts Colleges In The United States proffers four internal
factors that affect the health of these institutions:
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1.The presence of serious confusion and
conflict among constituencies of the
colleges regarding purposej mission,
and/or value orientation.
S.The lack of accreditation, viewed as
both a cause and effect of serious
financial problems.3.An insufficient financial base to support
the mission of the school.4.The lack of expertise on the part of the
administration.26
They concluded with an expressed need for
additional rasearch Ci.e., case studies] that should
i
address the following;
1. How do management processes in the live
institution compare with those of
defunct institutions?
2. Oo management processes of different
sectors of colleges differ according to
church affiliations and/or missions and
are those differences useful? 27
Wayne Wormley’s study. Factors Related To The
Ability of Certain Small Private Liberal Arts Colleges
To Cope With The New Depression In Higher Education,
utilized the different explanations that appear most
frequently in the literature to account for the
survival of colleges and universities in order to
postulate which indicators were relevant to survival





5. Historical Accident. 26
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SUMMARY REVIEW OF SURVIVAL INDICATORS
Explanations and examinations hava been presented
from the seminal studies on independent black
educational institutions and organizational survival in
higher education institutions. Table II proffers a
summary integration of the survival factors selected for
use in^ this ^tudy and the common variables from the
aforementioned literature explanations.
After careful observation of Table II, one can
easily determine the crucial survival variables that
consistently recur throughout the literature. Column A
lists the six factors utilized in this study. These are
the same six factors that will be used to determine
responses to the research questions. In Row #1 of Column
A is the factor termed Governance. This researcher used
this broad term to represent any terminology related to
this factor. In each of the subsequent rows, the factors
are listed. By scanning the chart horizontally by Row
numbers [#’s 1-6] one can easily see how each row number
preceeding each factor will correspond with each of the
variables of the same number in Column B, Column C and
Column 0.
When two variables are referred to in the same
context in the literature, a star will precede that
factor. For example. Doughty {Column C} discussed a need
35
TABLE II
SUMMARY INTEGRATION OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW SURVIVAL INDICATORS
SURVIVAL FACTORS LITERATURE REVIEW SURVIVAL INDICATORS
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far ’’Financial Support” (Row #2]; howavar, the
’’Financial Support” waa nacessary in ordar for tha IBEI
to purchase property. In this instance, the literature
from Doughty on ’’Financial Support” will be discussed
separately from the literature on Property Ownership.
The same holds true for Wormley’s {Column 0} Row #2
’’Financial Management” variable. Management of the
finances in higher education institutions could very
easily be interpreted as an administrative function and
placed in the ’’Governance” category. However, since
this factor concerns itself also with the financial
situation, this variable will be discussed separately.
The literature from each of the ’’Survival Factors”
presented in Column A will now be discussed. For the
combined purpose of consistency and clarity, the
survival factors will be presented in the same format as
in Table II.
GOVERNANCE
For the IBEI, the term ’’Governance” meant that
African Americans controlled the administrative and
decision making responsibilities in that organization.
This was a suggested strategy in order to become an
effective organization. The IBEI speculated on the type
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of governing structure that would become a prescription
for its success. This type of governing structure was a
governing board, which afforded a more decentralized
form of governance in that the administrative and
decision making responsibilities could be shared by a
29
wider and a more diverse group of individuals.
The administrative and leadership responsibilities
were grouped under this same governance category for the
higher
^ education institution also. It can be gleaned
from Table II that Cheit, Andrew S. Friedman and Wormley
all have the same nations regarding the Row #1
»*Governance” factor, i.e., the locus of control in the
decision making must be such that goal-directed
institutional policies are implemented effectively.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
The literature reveals that numerous researchers
view the relationship between the financial situation
and the survival of an organization as being
30
paramount.
The central thesis is that the finances must be
adequate to carry out the goals and purposes of the
institution. Since financial stability is the key,
the institution must make a decision to increase and




The literature on the ideology/mission suggests
that the mission is central to the survival
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of an organization. The mission should be actualized
in concrete, rather than abstract, terminology
Also, this mission must provide direction for consistent
focused activity. Each part of the program which does
not. contribute -,nor conform to the overall mission should
i
be jettisoned and considered superfluous.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
One cannot deny the point that a qualified
faculty is a necessary requirement for institutional
stability. In many instances, the IBEI does not stress
the necessity for credentials because the political
ideology associated with traditional teacher
educational programs is thought to be more
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contradictory to the organization's mission. Higher
Education institutions take just the opposite point of
view because a highly credentia 11ed faculty [i.e.,
terminal degrees from Stanford, Harvard, Yale, etc.] is
associated with high quality performance of the
organizations's basic task.
The central thesis is this; Effective learning in
an educational institution is a product of effective
teaching. In order to be effective, the qualifications
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of the faculty must be appropriate to the task that is
to be accomplished. The faculty quality must be tied to
the institution’s goals and mission.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
For the IBEI, the term ’’Community Involvement”
means the sharing of ideas, knowledge and learning
33
activities with the immediate environment. Wormley, in
'Jt
his concluding explanations of survival in the small
private higher education institution, chose to use the
term ’’Environmental Factors” [the awareness and
response of the institution to changes in the domain in
which it operates].
The general opinion is that there should be an
effective harmonious interchange with the immediate
environment. In order to accomplish this task, the
institution must make a conscious effort to get
feedback [negative or positive] from the community and
utilize this feedback in the daily operation and
setting of goals of the institution.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
Property ownership is of particular concern to the
IBEI, both as a part of its financial situation and as
part of a separate issue, which relates to the
peculiarity of its political origin. For this reason,
40
property ownership was considered crucial to the
34
independence and financial stability of the IBEI. For
example, property ownership would prevent harassment
from those landlords who would disagree with the
political point of view of the IBEI. As another
example, this factor would allow the IBEI the advantage




The objectives of this study were first to refine
the research questions and second to validate the
survey. Because the IBEI doss not permit what is
considered customary access to its’ books, records and
milieu, it was necessary to employ a research technique
that was designed to permit naturalistic observations
to achieve these objectives.
In this final section, the writer will focus on
the necessity for ethnographic research in undertaking
a study which was relatively theory free. This type
study needed a methodological approach that permitted
the avoidance of systematic bias to provide an over-all
picture of the IBEI.
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The term ethnagraphic research is used
synonomously with case study research, field research
and qualitative research. An ethnography would provide
the writer the opportunity to become a
participant observer, in order to describe the manners
35
and mores of the IBEI.
The information that formed the literature review
on non-traditional organizations originated from the
field study approach. W. Richard Scott has pointed out
that what we know about organizations comes from the
knowledge obtained through field studies. Scott has
written that;
Field work refers...to observation of people
in situ; finding them where they are,
staying with them in some role which, while
acceptable to them, will allow both intimate
observation of certain parts of their
behavior, and reporting it in ways useful to
social science but not harmful to those
observe d.36
Two research techniques were necessary for this
type of study. To survey the population based upon
the literature research would not have made this
research valid nor reliable. A case study was first
necessary in order to refine the research questions.
The population was then surveyed to determine the




In summarizing, the literature from traditional
organizational survival provides information on some of
the specific variables that correlated with
organizational survival. These variables were
identified in the section on Organizational Survival.
The non-traditional organizations also identified
several variables that correlated with the survival of
that type organization. The research indicated that
some of the variables from the traditional
organizations overlap into the variables associated
with the non-traditional organizations. These
variables were placed under six broad terms. These
terms were; governance, ideology or mission, financial
situation, faculty qualifications, property ownership
and community involvement. This research examined these
six factos or variables in relation to the status of
the IBEI. The IBEI’s survival and demise, as well as,
implications for its survival was summarized from
examination of these six factors.
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This chapter will explain the methods and
procedures utilized in undertaking this study. Since the
research took place in two phases, two separate
A
methodological procedures will be discussed.
THE CASE STUDIES
The following steps were taken in order to complete
the case studies:
1. An Interview Guide was developed.
2. The ISEI's were selected and an
introductory letter was mailed to the
IBEI’s requesting participation.
3. Data sources were identified and data
was collected.
4. Data was analyzed.
{See Appendices for copies of these items.}
Interview Guide
In order to obtain data in an organized manner, an
interview guide was developed. Specific data regarding
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the institution from school documents were used also. A
table indicating these documents and whether or not they
were used by the particular school follows the
demographic information on each school. To conclude the
final aspects of data gathering, interviews were
conducted with a series of individuals at each
institution. These interviews were conducted with the
following persons;
i.




The subjects were interviewed on the following six








The four institutions used for the case studies
were selected because of their proximity, easy access
and their uniqueness. The schools were given letter
names for the purpose of remaining anonymous. A copy of
all written information concerning the school was
submitted to the school administrator for approval
before the final draft was submitted.
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School A was selected because of its isolation. It
had been in existence for over ten years, and it was
noted for its rich African religious heritage.
School B was selected because of its long life;
{over ten years} and it was considered a community based
Pan African school.
School C was selected because it was considered a
new oo^mer to the IBEI scene and it was privately owned
and operated.
School □ was selected because it too was associated
with a well known African America.n religious group that
had been in existence long before the independent black
school movement began. The religion associated with
School D was also noted for instituting race pride in
African Americans and their schools were highly
respected throughout the African American community.
After considerable research was conducted for
selection of the four IBEI's a formal contact was made
to each school by letter and phone call. Each school
responded positively to the request for participation.
After this contact the appropriate observation and site
visit dates and times were established for each school.
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Data Collection
For purposes of this study, the sustained
1
participation approach {sometimes referred to as
participant observation} to field studies were used.
The sustained participation or case study approach, oft
times used with a smaller number of subjects, allowed
for this investigator to stay with the subjects and
observe them intimately, facilitating the collection of
'I
primary^data.
In this phase of the study, an exploratory design
2
was used. An exploratory design is one in which the
main purpose is to gain familiarity with a particular
problem in order to gain insight for future research.
Interviews and documentations were the two primary
kinds of data collection methods used to develop the
case studies. However, any relevant information obtained
from other data collection methods was also used
provided that it served to transmit a more
representative picture of the educational institution
studied.
Enrollment and financial documents available for
analysis by the researcher were very limited and largely
inaccessible. This inaccessibility resulted from an
unwillingness on the part of skeptical administrators
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and owners to divulge such information. Nevertheless,
numerous dialogues with administrators provided a
substantial amount of information regarding the sources
of revenue, the changes in enrollment, and the financial
situation of the institution.
Despite the fact that documentation regarding
current fund deficits and balances was not on hand, the
interview sessions provided enough financial information
to indicate whether or not the institution was able to
balance its past and current budgets.
The information pertaining to attrititon rates and
transfer rates, both in and out of the particular school
was analyzed, if it were obtainable, to supplement the
enrollment data. Nowhere in the analysis did this
researcher utilize indicators to present a cause-effect
relationship.
Several strategies were necessary in order to
override the common problems that researchers experience
in conducting this type of study. In order to proceed
this researcher had to first gain the trust of the
subjects. In School A this meant numerous letters and
long distance phone calls explaining the purpose of this
research and the advantages that it might afford School
A. Before any interviews could be conducted thorough
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research was conducted on this religion and an initial
observation period as wall as, a thorough personal
conversation was necessary with the reigning monarch.
Once trust was . gained, the researcher was asked to
attend and participate in a particular festival that was
being celebrated and wear the festival colors. After the
festival was over the restrictions regarding browsing,
interviewing, (Photographing and taping were lifted. Of
course, certain buildings and residences were off
limits; however, the nod of approval had now been given
and the Information flow from the community was
abundant. Even though many of the community members now
wanted to share a part of their lives through personal
interviews or photographs, the villagers to be
interviewed were selected prior to the interview
session. It was this aspect of the village that was
most important to this case study. If the researcher
could grasp the idea that the religion and its
restrictions were the way of life for the villagers,
then it very easy to see how the school operated and
survived. The educational system was a natural
outgrowth of the religion and lives of the people.
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School A was located in an adjacent state;
therefore,, the site visit was for a shorter {three
days} more condensed period of time. The facilities at
the particular site would have required a great deal of
adjustment so housing was secured at a nearby motel.
One other consideration that this inquirer did not
anticipate were time delays. Time, schedules, and
appointments were not adhered to in this community
because time and its relativity were considered a
western idea. Appointments for interviews started
approximately two to three hours after the scheduled
time. At first these delays appeared as inconveniences;
however, these delays quickly turned into important
times for observations, engaging community members in
idle chatter and making friends and acquaintances of
group members indiscriminately. School was not in
session when the case studies took place. This was done
at the behest of the governing structure of School A.
In School B, the researcher had easy access because
the ' internship assignment had been performed at this
IBEX. Approximately one week was spent at the site for
interview purposes. The staff, as well as, pupils were
comfortable with the researcher and conversed with each
other on a first name basis. All interviews were tape
recorded and the director selected the participants for
the interviews.
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School C was recommended to the researcher by the
administrator of School B. School C was the moat
skeptical participant in this research and as a result,
very little trust was gained in order to accomplish the
task. The researcher was forewarned about this type of
response to investigations in some IBEX settings.
Suspicions were warranted because of the harassment
that many IBEI’s receive from the government agencies
because * they practice and believe in a different way of
life for the African American. This was not an unusual
circumstance and the researcher was able to obtain a
sufficient amount of information to complete a case
study. The interviews were tape recorded and conducted
at the directors home. No students were interviewed.
The case study for School C was completed in
approximately one working day also.
School 0 was in session at the time of the
interviews and although ,there was no problem with trust,
there was a problem with time. School □ and its
participants were actively involved in numerous
activities and the inquirer many times, was quite
frankly in the way. The school was more than willing to
supply the necessary information, if the researcher
could imitate the news reporter and pick up and go where
the information was. Approximately one week was spent
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observing and recording information.
SURVEY OF INDEPENDENT BLACK EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
To gather the survey data the following steps were
taken :
1. The population was identified.
2. The questionnaire was developed.
3. A letter requesting participation was mailed.
4. Data was collected and analyzed.
Description Of The Population
In seeking to identify the existing IBEI’s for the
survey, several sources were investigated. Table III
indicates the sources and numer of schools listed by
those sources from 1971 - 1983.
TABLE III
INVENTORY OF INDEPENDENT BLACK EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
REFERENCE DATE IBEI COUNT




AFRAM ASSOCIATES 1 972 100
Doughty, James J. 1 973 27
COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT BLACK
INSTITUTIONS
1 981 21
AMERICAN MUSLIM MISSION 1 983 23
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Tabls III lists the dissertations, magazines and
organizations that have examined the existence of IBEI's
over the last ten years. Several of the IBEI’s listed
did not qualify under the criteria established by this
researcher.
The sources listed in Table III permitted the
identification of a population. After the population
was identified V the administrators of the original
population were sent a post card to inform them of the
study that was in progress. The post cards, along with
an introductory letter sent with the questionnaire and
the subsequent follow up mailings, made an altruistic
appeal to the administrators of the IBEI's to support
this study.
The population of this study consisted of IBEI's,
existing and defunct that could be classified according
to Frank Satterwhite's explanation of the minimum
characteristics of an Independent Black Institution.
Table IV provides a breakdown of the population.
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TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION
CLASSIFICATION NUMBER PERCENTAGE









N = 133 60.7%
(NR*) N = 125; 93.9%
C R*) N = a; 6.1%
Existing Members
of the Population





* CNR) - No Response
CR) - Response
The questionnaire was developed in the following
manner;
1. There were two broad sections: these were
entitled survival and demise.
2. Each of the two sections was further broken
down into spoifio questions for each of the
six variables. The sequence was as follows:
sa
Section I - Survival
Variable Question Numbers
Governance 1 - 10
Ideology/Mission 11 - 15
Community Involvement 16 - 21
Financial Situation 22 - 28
Property Ownership 29
Faculty Qualifications 30 - 33
Section II - Demise
Variable Quest ion Numbers
Go ve rna noe 1 - 10
Ideology 1 1 - 15
Community Involvement 16 - 21
Financial Situation 22 - 28
Property Ownership 29
Faculty Qualifications 30 - 33
After the questionnaires were returned, the
following statistical analysis was performed:
1. An item by item analysis was performed on
each question to determine the
frequencies of the responses.
2. A Chi Square statistic was used on the
demographic information to make a
comparison between the two samples. This
statistical analysis determined whether
or not the responses were biased due to
the disproportionate number of opened and
closed schools.
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3. A T-value was computed to statistically
analyze the means rrom the two
independent samples (both opened and
closed school). The T-value was used to
determine if the responses from the open
and closed schools were different at a
statistically significant level for the
groups of questions which related to each
of the six survival and demise factors.
The Chi Square test of significance was used because
the demographic information represented categorical
data; ' and, the T-Test was used because the means from
the two samples represented interval ratio level data.
Difficulties Related To Data Analysis
1. There was a lack of cooperation from certain
administrators due to a deep suspicion of those who do
research in this area.
2. The need for repeat e d mailings created certain
difficulties C i . e . , costs associated with re peate d
attempts to contact the IBEI's.
3. Because a large number of IBEI’s were no longer in
existence, it was difficult to procure information.
4. The inefficiency of the United States Postal Service
hindered the correspondence with numerous IBEI's.
Locale and Period of the Study
Phase one conducted in Georgia and South Carolina
during the summer and fall of 1982. Phase two was
conducted nationwide during the summer and fall of 1983.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER III
1
W. Richard Scott, ’’Field Methods In The Study of
Organizations,” contained in. Handbook of Organizations,
edited by James
Association) 1965,
G. March, CChicago: Rand McNally
p.261 .
2








School A is located within a community that sits in
the rural wooded area oF South Carolina, approximately
one hour by oar from a small metropolitan city and Five
hours by car From a large metropolis. The community is
situated on eight acres oF developed land on a nine acre
estate. The school, which came into being when this
African religious group settled in this domain, is
eleven years old. The religion, the community and the
school represent one entity. One of these components
does not nor will not exist without the other.
Student enrollment is at its highest, which totals
Forty-Five students. The religion does not condone male
and Female interaction during adolescence, therefore,
there are two separate schools For males and Females.
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The younger children ettend different achoala than the
older atudenta. Each achool haa a director who alao
aervea aa an inatructor. School A haa two achoola
within it (male and female) and two inatructors in each
achool. The etudent teacher ratio ia 1:11 with more
female atudenta oompriaing the enrollment than malea.
The terminal degree offered will be equivalent to the
V)
4
high achool diploma. The oldeat atudenta are aixteen
yeara of age and the directora do not anticipate any
graduation exerciaea until at leaat 1984. School
enrollment haa increaaed fifty percent in the paat four
yeara. All of the atudenta who are enrolled belong to
the denomination.
School A ia a aegregated black inatitution. The
religion prohibita the admittance of Caucaaiana to ita
achool or to the religioua community at large.
The achool year begins in September and ends t he
following June. The instructors’ houses serve as the
claaarooma for nine months. following the end of t he
achool year, the teachera no longer receive a aalary
from the community.
All of the children from the community attend the
achool and there ia virtually no recruitment done on a
local or national baaia. The community ia aelf-
suffioient and it aolicita no aid for ita achool. The
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students at School A do not engage in any standardized
testing as required in public schools, so a comparison
with student academic abilities in the surrounding
community is unlikely. The directors of the school have
made it known that the school and the community have no
objection to having its students tasted at the state’s
expense. The director reveals that the course of study
*
engaged in at School A will prepare the students to take
the Scholastic Aptitude Test.
School A tries not to let westernization creep into
%
their school. Instructors and students wear traditional
African garments. They also speak in an African tongue.
Children do not attend school until the age of seven.
The first seven years of the child’s life are spent at
home with the child’s mother. The child is spoiled,
pampered, loved and educated to the ways of the
religious community so that when it is time for the
child to attend school she/he is ready for the learning
process. Female siblings assist in parenting functions.
Female children are taught to be mothers at an early age
so that by age fifteen or sixteen when they are allowed
to marry, they can begin to propagate the culture. all
aspects of child rearing are taken care of in the home.
Teachers, in turn, do not concern themselves with any of
these functions. The child is also taught proper
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behavior at home; tharefope, there are few discipline
problems that occur at school.
Adults attend School A also. Adult education is
basically a re-educational tool for community members to
accept the beliefs and values of the religion and the
culture.
School A -„is divided into two groups due to the
varying age levels of the st ude nt s. the younger
students of elementary school age formed one group of
males and females and the older students of secondary
school age formed the second group. With varying age
levels i n the same classroom. teachers are require d to
create numerous curiculae for individuals or groups of
students
Faculty members, parents and the headmaster make up
the governing board for School A. This membership is
limited to members of the denomination.
School A has had one headmaster, who is also the
reigning monarch, along with two directors of the male
and female schools. The male director has been at the
school since the community's inception and the female
directors have been replaced only once.
With regard to its adherence to religious
doctrines, its size, characteristics of faculty and
dependence on tuition. School A is not unlike any other
small church related school. The most unique aspect of
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School A’s survival is its isolation from the larger
society.
The Following table indicates the documents
utilized by School A. These documents are the property
of the governing board and were not made available to
the researcher. These documents were considered to be




CHECKLIST FOR DOCUMENTS UTILIZED BY THE INDIVIDUAL IBEI
DOCUMENTS SCHOOL A





LONG RANGE PLANNING YES
PRESIDENT'S OR DIRECTOR’S REPORT YES
BOARD OF TRUSTEE’S MEETING MINUTES YES
FACULTY HANDBOOK NO





The governing board agrees that School A is in need
of improved management, financing and forecasting skills
but have made no attempts to secure management
consultants, financial management experts or the like to
their community. the feeling is that the community can
educate its own and, in doing so, they are capable of
managing their school. Granted the denomination
has made mistakes and there are existing flaws as with
all schools, but School A has been in operation every
year for the last eleven years 'and the denomination
contends that School A will continue in operation as
long as the religious community remains.
The governing board of the school operates under a
democratic leadership style. Parents, faculty and the
religious leader have an equal voice in the schools'
operation, financial affairs (except for taxes) and the
curriculum. These factors were among the numerous
advantages to affiliation with a denominational group.
The religious affiliation and the governing board allows
no one person to shoulder any burden regarding the
school and its operation. The leader of School A is not
likely to be undergoing any physical or mental
exhaustion. According to the religious leader of the
community:
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...Everyone pitches in and takes a part in
making sure the school operates smoothly.
The lifestyle is well balanced. The
governing body makes it quite clear to all of
the community members that they indeed have a
responsibility, they would just close down
{the community} and go back to the Baptist
Church. {Sic}1
IDEOLOGY
The mission of School A is aptly explained as
*■
follows by the religious leader of the community:
...We all agree that an agrarian period is
fastly approaching. The African American is
not going to succeed in a technological world
because the African intellect is geared toward
an agrarian civilization. The African
American is bound to the soil. The
denomination has a mandate to train cultural
specialists..The purpose of the school is to
train formally the African American into the
ways, habits, customs and religion of our
ancestors. It is not our aim to produce a
person or group of persons to fit into the
American job market but to produce persons who
are self-sufficient, well disciplined,
manageable and responsble. A person who shall
generation after generation perpetuate the
customs and habits of our ancestors until such
time we gain glory and independence, power and
recognition and esteem that our ancestors have
obtained. {Sic} 2.
The religious ideology attracts the faculty and is
reflected in the courses and the rules and regulations of
the school. There is a strong congruence between what
School A purports to do through its courses and
curriculum and what actually occurs. Pan-African ideas
and principles are not part of School A*s program or
curriculum The principles are not termed the same
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because it is not a part of School A's
the ideas and thoughts are inherent fe
religious doctrine. Theory and pra
complimentary in this society. The
indoctrination is a complete restoration
values with social, political, artistic and
institutions i^hat guide the lives of the man
this community. The curriculum is not as va
may find in the public schools, but School
itself in doing a few things and
exceptionally well Ce.g., teaching the ancie














Property taxes are levie
of the community. These ta
family and this in t urn
Tuition revenue has increase
School A has been in operati
of the community also makes
the school annually.
It cannot be over-empha
way control or dominate the
d by the religious leader
xes are assessed to each
becomes tuition revenue,
d slightly each year that
on. The religious leader
a large monetary gift to
sized that finances in no
operation of School A.
School A is a low cost institution that is currently
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operating at a precarious level. School A admits that
it is in financial distress, but it has not been forced
into any extreme funding measures. The faculty at
School A are paid extremely low wages, but the faculty
will not leave their position because of this. The
school will not close this year or the next due to any
financial or operational deficit. Inflation, the
general economy and the effects of increasing costs
from the outside environment have not had a substantial
affect on the finances nor the survival of School A,
possibly due to is apparent Isolation.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
One parent commented: ’’...that's the reason I like
South Carolina -- everyone here owns their own land."
The community owns all the property on which it is
located. Property ownership has made the community
very proud. This factor most likely accounts for its
self-sufficiency. Owning the land was the ’end-all’
for School A. This factor has played an important role
in the decision making process.
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FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
School A's Faculty is required to submit
themselves to a re-education process which has a
religious cultural base. Teachers are regarded as
noble individuals and the students are taught to
respect and honor these professionals in their
community.
The teachers have the responsibility and duty to
understand the school's mission and transmit it to the
students. According to the female director of School
A, "Education is the key to any society.” Pan African
concepts regarding teachers treating students as family
members do not exist in this religious community. The
faculty members occupy a position of authority in the
school and students in turn must respect the position
of the members of the faculty. The faculty can feel
financially comfortable in their positions, despite
their salaries which are markedly below normal teacher
salary range. Housing and other amenities extended to
the faculty members are provided by the community. The
average education level of the faculty members is not
known. Because of the retraining that faculty members
undergo, it is believed minimum educational
requirements are unnecessary.
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The faculty members at School A are currently
involved in a teacher-exchange program with another
IBEI in Washington, D.C. This exchange program has
resulted In the interchange of ideas, curriculum and
materials. Both School A and the exchange institution
have benefitted from this program. This project will
continue in the future.
'i
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
School A and the community work hand in hand in
sponsoring activities in and out'of the school. School
A participates in all religious/community activities
and the community in turn supports School A’s
educational activities. Individuals from the community
share their respective skills with School A as teachers
at various times during the school year. Because of
this relationship School A does not need to operate any
type of small business enterprise (e.g., foodstore,
bookstore, clothing co-op], or involve the community,
to financially support the School The income for the
school comes from the parents. School A has a ’'real
interplay” with the community as one parents states.
School A has contributed to the outside community as
well. For exposure and small monetary compensation,
the students perform African festivals for groups and
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communities from other cities in the states surrounding
South Carolina.
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL A
GOVERNANCE
African American autonomy dominated the leadership
and management^ of School A. The religiousleader is in
4
ultimate control of the institution and the two school
directors make all decisions regarding classroom
operation.
IDEOLOGY
Of the six explanations given for the survival of
School A, the ideology appears to be the most important
among those examined. The school would close down if it
were not deeply rooted in the religious doctrine of the
community.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Community involvement is a factor that is taken
for granted at School A. The interaction between the
school and the community make for a smooth, viable
relationship. The community’s involvement represents an




The academic qualifications of the faculty is
dependent upon the specific educational standards one
is using. The faculty is adequately prepared to teach





The financial condition of School A is very bleak.
It was bleak for the past year, it is bleak this year
and it will be bleak for the next year. School A has a
guaranteed enrollment from the community which
comprises 100% of the student body. The operating
budget comes from tuition and fees. School A will most
likely raise tuition and fees for the upcoming year and
will continue to subsidize the lower than average
faculty salary.
School A will get additional funding this year
through a tax appropriation for a xerox copier. All
indications are that School A will continue to survive
in the future as they continue utilizing the governing
board for critical examination and evaluation of the
institution. There are no new building plans being




Although property ownership was not one of the
detrimental factors relating to the survival of School
A, it was evidenced that this was an additional
security which allowed for the religious sector to take
responsibility for the education of their children.
'I.
THE RAflKING OF THE BROAO GENERAL FACTORS
When asked to rank the factors relating to
survival of School A in order of importance, School A
responded in the following manner'collectively;
TABLE VI












School B is located in a large metropolitan
southern city in Georgia, and is housed in a former
reside nee. It is in close proximity to a public
housing complex, a public health center, two low-income
apartment complexes, two public elementary schools and
several historically negro colleges.
School B is a community pre-school/elementary
school. Over the last thirteen years, the school has
developed an approach to education which effectively
uses the unique character of the African American
social and cultural heritage to motivate African
American children to high achievement and a sense of
social responsibility.
School B was conceived in the late 1960's and
founded in 1970 at a time when the movement for civil
rights and social justice demonstrated the power of
increased social initiative. The school is based on
the resultant rekindling of confidence in the creative
and intellectual capabilities of African American
children. It is one of a number of independent African
American pre-schools established during the period
mentioned. Their founding, like that of their
immediate predecessors, the Freedom Schools of the
7B
1960's, were part of the continuing efforts by African
Americans to define a quality educational curriculum
for their children.
School 3 was co-founded by two female
undergraduate college students after careful research
in early childhood education and in the particular
needs of African American children. These two females
donated half ^of their stipends from an internship to
the realization of dream which they shared with many
parents in their community.
School B, inspired by the movement, was an attempt
to tap the cultural and historical roots of African
Americans in order to develop the whole child in
her/his learning experience. The goal of School 8 is
to prepare African american children to take the first
steps toward becoming capable, confident, and creative
in their development. School B attempts to place each
child’s development within the context of the struggle
of African American people.
Thirty children attend School B, both boys and
girls, who range from preschool to elementary school
age. Families of School B represent a cross-section of
cultural backgrounds [African, West Indian and African
American) as well as, a range of income levels. The co¬
op program plus the graduated tuition schedule and EOA
eligibility have provided a diverse source of funds for
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School Q. The older children are ’’eldere” and have the
responsibility to be mentors to the younger chiidren.
Home and school developmental goals for each child are
worked out'between her/his Family and the staff.
Daily hours of operation have traditionally been
from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., though For the last year this
has been reduced to 3 a.m. to 3 p.m . fo r regular
pro grafns end 3 pefria B■atoo■p for extended care .
Breakfast j lunch and two snacks a re served on a
quotidian basis. Vegetarian meals with no additives,
or white sugar are provided. Fresh baked whole grain
breads are featured. The children make their own
placemats and often help plan and prepare the food.
Meals are served family style with an adult sharing the
table and children helping themselves from serving
dishes.
A rousing morning ritual serves to remind the
children and staff of the goals of the school and the
objectives for the day. The ritual orients them to
time, place, season, and reinforces the identity of
each person. The ritual is rich with African and
African American cultural forms, drumming and songs.
The school operates from ten to eleven months each
year. The day-to-day curriculum is shaped by the core
concept and principles of the school. The curriculum
is adapted and adjusted to the assessed needs of the
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children in weekly staff meetings and in parent/staff
evaluations. It also reflects the particular strengths
and talents of the part-time and volunteer teachers.
The children participate in flexible groupings
according to age, interest, ability, or as individuals
in one to one situations with staff, or alone in
personal projects.
•jl'
T+ie curriculum has not been confined to the
classroom site. The School B van is a ’’school on
wheels” that transports the children to regular classes
at the local library for films and storytelling, the
local Y, the boys club for swimming, the recreation
center for gymnastics, the science center and other
outdoor activity centers for nature study. The ’’school
on wheels” goes anywhere in or near the city where
there are programs of value.
From the outset. School 8 had a process of self-
criticism and evaluation through which it deepened and
elaborated its concept and program of African American
development. On a small scale, it extended many of the
elements of the program into the broader community.
Both the core concept and its potential for extension
into the community have been tested by time, experience
and systematic evaluation. At this point School B is a
transitional stage of development. An explanation of
the core concept follows;
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The elements of the core concept of
School B are drawn from an interpretation of
the cultural values of traditional Africa and
the social, and political experiences of
African Americans struggling for human
dignity in America. It is based on the
assumption that African Americans, like every
other people, forge culture, identity,
purpose and direction from their collective
experiences in the crucible of world and
national history. The second assumption is
that both individuals and generations are
adequate '^o their challenges only to the
extent they are grounded in the identity,
culture, purpose and direction which have
been generated by their history. And
finally, it is assumed that no group or
individual is able to advance o create unless
they are compelled by values and a vision
which lead them beyond the limits of the
present. 3
The following table indicates the documents
utilized by School B. These documents are the property
of the governing board; however, a majority of these
were made available for School B's case study analysis.
These documents were considered to be vital components
in the survival of the school.
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TABLE VII
CHECKLIST FOR DOCUMENTS UTILIZED BY THE INDIVIDUAL IBEI’S
DOCUMENTS SCHDOL B
OFFICIAL AUDITS OR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS YES
CATALOGUE YES
SELF STUDY C EVAl^UATION] YES
ACCREDITATION REPORT YES
ADMISSIONS REPORT YES
LONG RANGE PLANNING YES
PRESIDENT’S OR DIRECTOR’S REPORT YES
BOARD OF TRUSTEE’S MEETING MINUTES YES
FACULTY HANDBOOK YES




The school is a non-profit tax-
organization which is governed by a board
majority of the board are members of the
the cooperative of all families who have
the school. Board members include the
[who is the founder and also a teacher








Because of the numerous advantages and
disadvantages of being affiliated with an organization,
School B does not operate under the auspices of any
other organization other than itself.
African Americans are in control, make the vital
decisions, control the selective enrollment, manage the
finances and h’andle the futuristic planning. School B
would be considered a segregated black institution as
mandated by the governing board. The owner of School B
agrees that better management and planning would improve
the school, but she has made no arrangements to hire
consultants in these areas or utilized the services of
management training institutions. The person in the
leadership capacity at School B is aware of the
stressful situation at the institution and agrees that
she is a likely candidate for ’’burn-out". She is
currently taking steps and measures to remedy the
situation (e.g., delegating administrative and other
teacher/staff responsibilities]. The governing board is
also quite sure that School B would not close down if




School B's purpose is defined as follows;
...to -educate our children and our community
about our African heritage and culture...to
supply and fortify the basic academic learning
ski11s... teaching people to think for
themselves. 4
This doctrine centers itself in the values of social
cooperation, mutual responsibility, personal and
collective excellence, co-existence with nature, a
humane society, and commitment to the struggles of
African American people. Responsibility is considered
as the basis for both social development and continuity
between the generations, and young children begin by
taking responsibility for themselves. Therefore, they
are encouraged to acquire practical life skills early.
Older children take responsibility for younger children
and families take responsibility for both their
children’s learning and for the school through the
cooperative plan. Experience is considered as the basis
for learning, and learning is primarily through doing,
the children are expected to achieve excellence.
Instruction is conducted with warmth, thoroughness,
patience and a wide repertoire of experiences and
tchniques that are designed to utilize the five senses
in the mastery of the basic curriculum. The curriculum
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individual and collective health
productive activity and
creativity.
The values of social cooperation, mutual
responsi bi li t y personal collective excellence, co-
*
existence with nature, a humane society, and commitment
to the struggles of African American people are
embodied in all facets of the School B experience.
Although music dance and other cultural
expressions are an integral part of the day to day
program. School B also sponsors a bi-annual Pan-African
festival. These activities give the children the
everyday life-defining experiences. They provide
cultural enrichment for the community and a showcase
for children as artists, musicians, dancers, singers
and craftmakers. Local artists demonstrate their
crafts and sell their wares. Participation for the
whole family is available with live music -- featuring
African drumming -- foods, rummage sales, and sports
events. These affairs prove to be more successful as
cultural expositions rather than fund-raisers.
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School B firmly believes that adherence to its
mission, which is grounded in the Pan-African
principles of the Nguza Saba, is its raison d’etre. The
Nguza Saba is the term Ron Karenga ooined for the
’’Seven Principles of Blackness”. The Nguza Saba is
symbolized by the following Swahili phrases or words













These principles have been a fundamental attribute to
the survival of School B.
School B stresses academic excellence based upon
African heritage. As such, this becomes a commitment
to return to the community. Their mission is committed
to give back and build this same community.
The mission/ideology of School B attracts the
faculty, is characteristic of the courses, and is
reflected in the rules and regulations of the school.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
School B, as stated previously, is a community
school that has constantly sought to form a nurturing
environment for families and sustainment for itself.
as
Parents with a specialty to offer have often
taught in exchange for all or part of the tuition for
their children. Other parents contribute no less than
one day per month to the school by participating in the
following activities; cleaning, teaching other parents,
typing, fund-raising, etc. In addition, parents are
asked to raise at least one hundred dollars per year
through projects which are worked out with the school.
Over the past thirteen years. School B has
experimented to learn exactly how to go about
stimulating the partnership with-the community. Small
scale successes within the school have taught the
school significant lessons. It was learned that when
School B's strengths were matched with concrete
community needs, it attracted material support for the
school and at the same time created a more desirable
environment for the school's children.
Community involvement is another viable component
that has contributed to the survival of School b.
Several programs have developed from the close school-
community relationship. The following is a brief
description of these programs:
After School
Former School B students, as well as other
students from the community and members of current
as
School B families participate in the program on an
after-school basis. Currently, the after school
enrollment is limited only by staff and facilities to
accommodate the demand.
Writing and Publishing
School B hVas produced ten publications in the past
thirteen years, with four more in various stages of
readiness for final publication. Topics range from
food and nutrition to phonetics and math. These
publications are directed at readerships of adults,
teachers, parents an children. Many other teaching
materials have the potential for being developed into
reading texts, manuals and workbooks.
Media and Communication
The media has been explored as a possible channel
for spreading awareness of the school and its methods.
Staff and children have appeared on the nearby college
and local commercial radio stations. A series of
articles on the school have appeared in the weekly
newspaper. The purpose has been to develop
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multi media capability for studying and documenting the
social/learning processes of African American children.
Staff and parents have studied in video classes at the
nearby college and conducted a workshop at School B
using equipment loaned from a nearby university.
Training
'I
Wdirkshops for parents, staff and community members
are held on Saturdays, Sundays and certain evenings of
the week. These workshops have been a part of School
B*s program since its inception.' School B’ workshops
have been on the following topics:
nutrition






School B has sponsored festivals to introduce and
demonstrate sound nutritional practice in the context
of family and fellowship. As many as three hundred
meals have been prepared at a single event. On another
occasion, fish dinners were prepared as part of a fund¬
raising event.
In the past School B catered the National Black
Child Development Institute Conferences and other
gatherings. A staff member recently served in a
as
consultant capacity in the home of a prominent family
in this city to assist them in changing to a more
nutritious and healthful diet. All together School B
estimates that as many as 2,000 persons have been
directly served by these community programs.
School B's owner and faculty representative agree
that the general prejudices and fears that African
Americans have' for themselves have placed some
proscriptions on operation and support from the
community at large. Over the years, School B has
received support from day laborers as well as corporate
heads. At some point in time. School B would like to
Include these individuals in future school plans and on
their governing board.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
School B can be termed a low cost institution that
supports itself mainly through tuition revenue(S5%].
Other sources of income are government appropriations
totalling 20%, annual giving in the amount of 5% and
fund raising from the parents organization for
approximately 10%.
School B is currently operating in the red, but
the school will not close this year due to a financial
or operational deficit. The owner/directress agrees
that the institution is in financial distress and she
as
has cut salaries in an effort to counteract the effects
of the general economy and increasing costs. Both
director and faculty have had to volunteer their
services at School 0 because tuition revenue from low
enrollment could not pay their salaries. This
unenviable financial situation has continued over
several months. School B readily admits that the
'A
*
survival of their institution is not related to its
ability to remain financially healthy. School B
suggests that alternate methods have to be sought to
A
finance Pan-African and IBEI’s rather than reliance on
tuition revenue alone.
School B's family group and board have been
successful in generating proposals which resulted in
funding from local sources, such as large department
stores in the city and numerous other foundations. In
addition, School B receives funding from the religious
sector. during the entire existence of the school, the
Southern Education Foundation has remained a strong
source of support providing developmental funds.
Special fund-raising events such as the Pan-
African festivals and contribution appeals have yielded
occasional and modest support. Catering, training and
consulting services are often donated by School B, or
provided at-cost, for modest fees or honoraria have not
been a significant source of income. Sales of
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publications, crafts and bread have similarly been at-
cost or near cost and have yielded little income..
Other forms of revenues have been generated
through contributions from intern/training programs and
parents who served as teachers. Key staff persons have
donated full-time or part-time service, sometimes at
great personal sacrifice. Others have worked for
subsistence sa'laries. The school has received
i
federal/state funding through the Department of
Agriculture food subsidy program and a small number of
children have EOA grants.
The past six years have been ones of transition
and crisis for School B. While the total income of the
school has gradually declined since the beginning
years, this decline has been especially pronounced in
the period subsequent to 1976. Due to changes in the
national economy and in the foundation world, grants
have been smaller and less numerous, while inflation
has raised operating costs. The original family groups,
board members and friends who supported the school in
the beginning years and who were seasoned to the co-op
approach have largely cycled out through attrition or
through the normal growing up and going out of their
children. Consequently, the burden for carrying forward
the school fell increasingly on the shoulders of a
smaller group of people.
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During 1978, an effort was launched to raise money
through special projects and self taxation. As a
result, the school was successful in securing a
mortgage on an adjoining building. In addition, a more
sophisticated accounting system has been put into
operation. The goal for School B is to develop a
package to identify both capital and program funds, in
addition to general operational support.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
Despite a monthly mortgage payment. School B is
owned and operated by African Americans. School B's
property ownership has contributed to the survival of
the school. The owner/directress comments further;
...Black people should own property. It's
just good economics to own land. When you
own things you are in a position to deal
{negotiate } . 5
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
The dedication of the faculty and the
effectiveness of the teaching methods have also
contributed to the survival of School B. School B
boasts that a rich supportive human environment is the
critical element in learning. The school maintains a
high ratio of adults to children. The staff averages
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between six and eight persons with no fewer than two
full-time professionals. The part-time staff includes
professional educators, in addition to parents, interns
and volunteers. Each staff member makes not only an
overall contribution but also a special contribution.
Early Childhood Education, media instruction, physical
development, .food ■ preparation, teacher training,
'4
4
curriculum development, the arts and fund raising have
been typical specialty areas which represent
opportunities for academic training and practical
experiences for the teachers.
Teachers and children are regarded as family
members. Teachers are also re-trained in the Pan-
African teaching principles in order to correctly
educate the children. Because of the close
relationship between the faculty and the school, the
owner feels that the faculty is the school. One parent
said, ’’teachers have to be the living example of what
they are doing. Our teachers provide that example.”
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL B
GOVERNANCE
School B is controlled by African Americans. The
governing board has made extensive plans toi
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1. expand the education program,
2. extend into the community, and
3. to renovate its two properties into a
multi-purpose facility.
School A -has a democratic leadership style. This
democratic leadership approach is reflected in many
ways. For example,both parents and board members
engage in proposal writing for funding purposes.
School B's plan now is to consolidate old family
and friends into a new formal support element which
would extend beyond their tenure as parents, staff or
associates. This will be accomplished partly through
the development of a mailing list. Regular third class
bulk mailings will be used to keep them in touch with
the plans for the renovat ion.of the facilities and to
solicit financial contributions for programs as well.
New family members are being recruited and are learning
the co-op approach in the process of implementing the
new strategies. The Board of Directors is being
reorganized with new members from the pool of
community, friends, advisors, families and former
staff.
IDEOLOGY/MISSION
It is apparent in School B that the mission
carries the school. School B*s purpose and commitment
is morally and intellectual powerful enough to make the
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faouIt y, staff and board members go ’’the e xt ra
mile’’with less than minimal funding to forward t he
survival of the institution . While pondering the
mission of the school, the administrator observed;
We have always had to educate our own. Our
education will always be a struggle and that
struggle is on-going because black children
must be educated. Our education is nothing
temporary our education is...nothing to be
salved and ultimately finished with. We are
at a point where society is in
contro1... African Americans have to start
being in control {of their lives}.6
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Families, community members and the staff of
School B collaborate in the goal setting for the
institution. They contribute to governance and fund
raising, work in building renovation, playground
construction, and in all phases of program expansion.
Nutrition, child-care, training and materials
development, and culture are the four dimensions in
which the program is extended to families and the
community. The School has a record of service in each
area and is attempting to re-establish the more
successful programs. Moreover, it will pursue the
creation of new programs, such as the catering service,
the child care network, the media workshops and
cultural workers
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School B is dependent upon and appreciates the
community support and involvement that it receives.
School B and the community have forged a strong working
relationship withstanding the times and the moments of
adversity and indifference.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
School B found it necessary to transfer to a
different financial system in order to more accurately
account for their funds. For the past few years,
School B's financial reporting system has been composed
of what is generally referred to as a single entry
bookkeeping system. Under this system the business'
checkbook constitutes the primary source of information
for tracking expenses and revenues. This system is
generally very open to manipulation due to its reliance
on a cash basis of accounting. Because of this factor
audits cannot generally be certified.
To correct this deficiency, School B has prepared
a new accounting system based on the double entry
system of accrual accounting. The accounting system as
briefly described below should enable School B's
auditors to provide certified financial statements and
ease the preparation of necessary reports for internal
and external reporting.
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The new record keeping system uses both a general
journal and a general ledger. There is also a
subsidiary payroll ledger to maintain all personal
related obligations. Safeguarding of School B's assets
has been provided through the use of inventory control
cards, which provide the up to date book value of
assets by accumulating depreciation on each item of
*
equipment. An inventory has also been provided for
foodstuffs so information for USDA reimbursement
reporting requirements can be more easily ascertained.
\
The accounting system employed by School B conforms to
generally accepted accounting principles.
School B has also established a committee of
parents, staff and supporters. These persons along
with the Board members have the charge of assisting in
the identification of funding sources for the
renovation of the proposed facilities. The committee
plans to identify potential resources from within the
following areas to support their proposed plans:
local government programs
federal government programs
local and national foundations
local businesses and corporations
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PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
With the recent acquisition of the building
adjacent to the existing School B facility, the
organization now has adequate space requirements to
meet the needs of the existing and proposed future
program activities.
School B*s operators feel that ownership of the
facility provides them with the independence,
flexibility and versatility for further growth and
development.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
Despite the appearance of an insufficiently
trained faculty. School B suffers no obvious
disadvantages viz-a-viz the public school system. As it
stands, faculty members are trained at School B's
expense. Faculty members remain at their own volition
in conjunction with the approbation of the governing
board.
There were a number of fortuitous factors that
brought School B into existence. The owners were in
the right place at the right time to receive financial
and ideological support. School B started from a need
and its existence has gained sustenance from fulfilling
this need. School B made itself happen according to its
administrator.
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As a final note January of this year marked the
closing of School B. The owner of School B placed the
blame for its demise on leader burn-out because of
unshared responsibilities.
THE RANKING OF THE BROAD GENERAL FACTORS
When asked to rank the faotors relating to the
a
survival of School B in order of importance, School B
responded in the following manner collectively:
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School C is located in a large metropolitan city
in the state of Georgia. The school is situated on
approximately a quarter of an acre of land on a small
street in a residential neighborhood. School C is a
residential dwelling that has been refurbished into an
educational institution.
School C, at this time, is in its infancy. It has
been in operation for less than one year. School C is
a pre-school and elementary school serving children
between the ages of three and eight years old. The
enrollment of the school totals twenty-six children.
The enrollment is divided into the following
categories: ten are preschool age; ten are of
kindergarten age; and six children fall into the
elementary school age cluster. School C does not want
to lose any of its students to the public school
system; therefore, it will continue to add the
appropriate grade levels to accommodate its students up
to and including the sixth grade.
School C is not owned/operated by any religious,
political, or community organization. However, School
C does embrace two main beliefs as an institution:
1. That we are African people, and
2. That we have a common history which leads
us to embrace a common purpose -- the physical
and psychological independence of our people.7
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The students at School C come from the surrounding
community and are all African Americana. The school is
open year round, and the daily schedule runs from six
o'clock in the morning until six o’clock in the
evening. The teacher-student ratio averages one
teacher to every six students. The school currently
has a waiting-.list of students who wish to attend. The
'*5
administration at School C readily admits that they
have outgrown their facilities since their inception
and they are currently seeking additional building
space.
Due to the diversity of diets followed by the
families of children who attend the Institution, School
C adheres to a strict eating pattern -- no animal or
dairy products are served, no sugar is served and only
spring water is consumed for drinking.
School C has utilized psychological and artistic
research in color therapy to select the school colors
of green and yellow. According to the administrators
at School C, the color green has several positive
effects, including the relaxation of emotional stress,
the reduction of nervousness and the promotion of
independence. Brochures from School C suggest that the
color green signifies youth, life, and new growth for
African Americans. Those same brochures claim that the
color yellow encourages clear thinking. stimulates
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mental expansion. and promotes the ability to express
oneself . Yellow i s also the color of the primary
source of energy. the sun.
In total, School C is not unilike any other IBEI
with regard to its size, the cohesiveness associated
with sma1Iness,its dependence on tuition and fees for
financial support and its small number of faculty
'I
members.
The following table indicates the documents
utilized by School C. These documents are the property
of the governing board and were not made available for
School C's case study analysis. These documents were
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School C is a non-profit tax exempt educational
organization which is goverened by a board of directors.
The governing structure consists of nine members. Two
staff members with no voting power and seven parents
comprise the governing board. The governing board
establishes policy for the overall operation of the
school and the staff determines the day to day decisions.
Important decisions regarding School C are made
collectively by the governing board. One of the co¬
directors at School C commented that;
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There is no better way to govern an
educational insitution. It appears utterly
impossible for one individual to handle the
educational {push for} excellence, the
ideology, and the policy making decisions
a 1 o ne . 8
African Americans are in control of the finances
and the enrollment. Enrollment is selective and baaed
upon race. If, by chance, Caucasian Americans desired
admission, the^ are admitted with the understanding
that the child would be educated from an African
perspective.
In order to become a member of the governing
structure, a parent must make a written request to the
existing body when a seat becomes vacant. The officers
of the governing board are the president, the treasurer
and the secretary. The parent body of School C is
required to participate actively in of three
subcommittees. The subcommittees are fund-raising,
program development and advisory board development.
Parents’ vital decisions about their children’s
education affect the operation of School C.
At this point in time. School c is satisfied with
the management and planning of the school. There
appears to be enough ’’checks and balances”, according
to the directors, in the administration of the school
that would ward off leader burn-out.
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IDEOLOGY
The purpose of School C is to proffer an
accelerated academic program with cultural enrichment
and an emphasis on African identity. The purpose and
mission of the school attracts its faculty as well as
its parents. School C requires that the students
recite a pledge each day, however, if the student or
parent is opposed to it, the child is not obligated to
recite it.
Every Friday is set aside for ideological
activities. Reflected in the ideology of the school is
the idea that we are African people and that we have a
common history which leads us to embrace a common
purpose which is the physical and psychological
independence of our people. There appears to be some
discrepancy among some of the participants at School C
concerning its ideology. some of the parents as well
as staff differ in opinion as to the mission of School
C.
Many of the parents of School C are teachers in
the public school system. Consequently, they share
curriculum methods and materials with the faculty of
School C.
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School C utilizes the Cultural Linguistic
Approach as part of the curriculum. This approach, as
explained by an administrator at School C, is based
upon the language substructure that the child is
exposed to. The Cultural Linguistic Approach elicits
verbal participation for use in lesson development.
The language of the child in this approach is never
condemned. The approach also provides material
relevant to all ethnic groups. School C also uses the
Bridge to Reading Series as an addition to their
reading program. '
The Kawaida principles of Ron Karenga, the Nguza
Saba, are not a part of School C's curriculum and
never will be because the institution does not worship
or subscribe to the Kawaida. The Principles of
Blackness, the Nguza Saba, does not necessarily
represent the values of Pan-Africanism for School C.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Community Involvement at School C is not a
priority at the moment. However, plans are being made
to increase the involvement of the community in the
operation of the School. Several activities have
occurred which involved the community, and, of course,
these activities have benefitted the school financially
[i.e., bake sales, flea markets]. Yet, to date, there
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has not been a proposed community interaction project.
Fund-raising projects have been a means to supplement
tuition revenue.
The only conditions or contingencies that have
been imposed on School C have been from the Georgia
Department of Human Resources. This agency enforces
the licensing requirements that are established for
quality school operations. Because School C is in a
residential neighborhood, faculty and staff must
maintain the building and school environment. In
addition, they must constantly monitor the behavior of
the children.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
The financial situation at School C is currently
somewhat unstable. The governing structure finds it
quite difficult to operate off of tuition alone and
certain members are in the process of developing
proposals and grants for additional monies for the
insitution. Hopefully, in approximately one year’s
time, only seventy-five percent of their monies will
come from tuition.
School C is currently meeting all of its expenses
and the school is not in debt. the teachers are
currently paid below the normal teacher salary range
for the public schools, however, since School C’s
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inception the teachers have received three raises and
the administration speculates that their faculty will
receive better salaries in the near future. Faculty
members are paid on a bi-weekly basis.
The school is a low cost institution that opened
its doors in the midst of the adversity of inflation,
the declining’! economy and other plaguing financial
i
woes. The institution opened during what is termed a
"rough period" financially, and has adjusted thought it
because the "rough period" is all they have known,
admits the administration.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
School C rents the facility where it is now
located. The administration at the school believes that
there is no supporting evidence that property ownership
will contribute to the survival of the institution. One
of the co-directors owns the property and the school
pays this party a monthly rental fee. In the event
that the school defaults in rental payments at any
time, it is understood that the school would be closed.
The co-director and the school have a strict landlord-
tenant relationship regarding the property. The school
has a separate relationship regarding rental payments
and salary to the co-director.
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School C is at present in search of a larger
facility. Expansion plans for the school do not include
the purchase of any real property. Instead,the school
is interested in the rental of a church structure or
any large edifice that remains unused during weekdays.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
Sfchool C curently has four full-time faculty
members. All of the faculty members possess a
Bachelors degree and two of them are working toward
graduate degrees. School C attributes the survival of
their institution to its dedicated faculty members,
even though they are paid slightly below the average
teacher salary range. As stated before. School C plans
to remedy this situation and raise teacher salaries
again before this school year closes.
Teachers are hired according to their experience
and their dedication to the African American child.
For this reason, they go through an on the job
training process. A teacher training component is
currently being developed for new faculty members.
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL C
School C is in its infancy and does not have the
years of experience to fall back upon. School C was
able to view other schools and their mistakes and
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mishaps in order to start off on the right foot. It is
important to note that one of SchoolC’s co-directors is
a business student in an MBA program at a university in
the city. This co-director was able to transfer the
knowledge learned from her classes to the management,
financial and policy decisions of the school.
School C views the independent black school
movement as a viable component of quality education
that is open to the heritage and identity of the
African American child. According to one faculty
member, School C is an avenue for parents who do not
have time to be part of the ’’movement”. The children
of these parents are able to get the exposure that an
IBEI renders.
GOVERNANCE
An excellent relationship between the governing
board and the staff has caused School C to survive.
The extended family concept is quite evident at the
school. The general feeling among the staff and the
parents is that "we are here because the child is here
and not because this is just another job.” School C
has grown and developed over the last year because of
the commitment of its ’’soldiers and pioneers.”
IDEOLOGY
The staff and the parents at School C differ in
their views concerning the mission of the institution.
Administration admits that the mission is
nationalistic. However, the principals appear unsound
and they are not a part of the total curriculum.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
—I- - ,
As yet,School C does not have an operative
community involvement component in their program. Plans
are currently in the making for activities of this
sort.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
At present School C exists off of tuition revenue.
Parental subcommittee s are responsible for fund¬
raising and acquiring grant monies. The institution is
not in financial distress. This would be a situation
whereby persistent deficits are occurring. School C
has had no serious financial problems since its
inception.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
School C does not own the property that the
dwelling is situated on. School C has no plans for
purchasing any real property. Because of the growing
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number of students, School C is setting a high priority
on finding new and larger facilities.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
There are four faculty members at School C; two
directors and;;, two staff persons. These are salaried
people who work at School c because of their dedication
to the insitution, their nationalistic beliefs
associated with the school, and their love for African
American children. The governing structure hires
individuals to teach at their school who possess above
average academic qualifications from accredited
colleges and an above average commitment to African
American people.
RANKING OF THE BROAD GENERAL FACTORS
When the individuals who participated in the case
study interviews were asked to rank the survival
factors in order of their importance, School C
responded in the following manner: (Please see Table
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School D is located in the inner city of a large
metropolitan city in Georgia. School O’s three
adjoining buildings sit on approximately two acres of
developed landscape. The main building sits atop a
'4
hill and overlooks a small portion of the African
American community. The educational Institution is a
segment of the religious organization that shares
School O's building space on the weekends. The school
has been in existence for three years.
Enrollment is at its highest this year with one
hundred fifty-seven students. At last count there were
approximately fifteen classrooms with ’’every seat
full". The enrollment data for School d is as
follows: thirty-three pre-kindergarten children,
twenty kindergarten children, eighty-eight elementary
school children and sixteen middle school children.
After several years of research, curriculum
development and cost-effectiveness forecasting. School
0 will institute an eighth grade next year. At
present when students complete the seventh grade at
the middle school, they are transferred to one of the
junior high school in the public school system.
School 0 has a waiting list for its enrollment and.
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quita frankly, would like to accommodate all waiting
students, but, due to a lack of space, it cannot
accept any more pupils.
In order to accommodate the increasing numbers of
students who wish to attend School D, renovation plans
are currently being drawn up. Renovation plans include
construction of new buildings to house administrative
%
offices, a nursery to accommodate approximately fifty
children, a library, a teacher resource center, a
cafeteria, a prayer/assembly auditorium, additional
classroom space and storage rooms.
Although School 0 has an open admissions policy,
there are no white students attending School □. The
religion associated with School □ forbids it from
practicing segregation.
School □ has attempted to model itself after the
schools in the public school system. The school year
at School □ begins and ends at the same time as that
of the public school system. Students are also
required to spend one hundred and eighty days in
attendance. Curriculum guides and manuals were
obtained from the the superintendent’s office of the
public school system. These resources were used
verbatim. School 0 duplicates the public school
systems’ instructional materials in order that the
student will make an easy transition back into the
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public school systam for their high school training.
School □ employs eight full time faculty, one
secretary, one maintenance person and one principal.
All employees of School D are African Americans.
School □ instills in its students the principles
of high morals and good character. It expects and
requires that, its students follow and adhere to the
i
4
rules and regulations of the school. School □ also
encourages its students to make suggestions and
recommendations for the improvement of the school.
School □ believes that :
The primary aim of education is to realize
God and his ordainment for human life. In
order to strengthen faith and belief in God,
one must study the creation and serve God and
from that service comes service to humanity.
Such service requires an understanding of
humanity as the result of the omnipotence of
God and the harmony of nature. Education,
therefore, should serve to develop
appropriate skills, abilities, and
understanding. Such a curriculum seeks to
enrich the concepts based on the principles
of their denomination.9
Furthermore, School D realizes that planned
learning must take into consideration that education is
a continuing process of developing awareness of how
knowledge is used in accordance with god’s will, thus
incorporating the whole intellectual, social and
emotional sphere of the learning experience.
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School □ was the largest institution observed for
the case studies. It was not unliks the other
institutions with regard to closeness, oohesiveness,
small faculty number and close student-teacher
relationship.
The following table indicates the documents used
by School D. These documents were the property of the
present governing board and some of these documents
were made available for School D's case study analysis.
These documents were considered to be vital components
in the survival of School 0.
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ACCREDITATION REPORT IN PROCESS
ADMISSION’S REPORT YES








RESEARCH AND DATA NO
OTHER DOCUMENTS NO
GOVERNANCE
School D has a governing board which, in essence, is
its school board. Members are elected to this board in
much the same manner as those elected to public school
boards of education. Elected members come from the
religious sect, community leaders, parents, and concerned
citizens
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School □ attributes much of its survival to the
effectiveness of its governance. This educational
institution has one male principal and he is responsible
directly to the school board and the religious community.
Even though they have a strong church affiliation, the
principal asserts that School 0 is democratically
governed. The only disadvantage that the administration
•fi
associates with its affiliation to the church is the
church’s lack of economic resources.
African Americans control the enrollment, the
finances and make the vital decisions concerning the
overall operation of the school. Daily activities are
managed by the principal. The enrollment is open to
persons of any race, creed or color.
The administration at the school acknowledges the
fact that the institution is in need of improved
management skills. Knowing this to be a fact, the
governing board has made provisions in next year’s budget
for consultants and individuals skilled in management and
futuristic planning of educational institutions.
Since School 0 operates under the auspices of the
church, with considerable parental and community
participation, the institution would not close its doors,
if the leader -- the principal in this case -- were to
depart.
1 19
Although the school is a slowly developing
institution, responsibilities, duties and commitments are
evenly distributed in order to obviate any possibility of
leader burn-out. The principal does not have a need to
’’take on too much’*, or make many hasty administrative
decisions. There are rules and regulations set aside in
. the School's 'handbook which precludes any need for any
*
one person to take on any more work than is necessary.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
School 0 is cognizant of the surrounding community,
its changes, problems and circumstances. The school has
established drug and alcohol programs in the community.
The school sponsors community programs to pull the
community into their circle. The school offers workshops
and Saturday classes in Arabic for the community and
interested individuals. The school invites community
leaders and parents to speak with and join in the
teaching of their children.
Community participation is vital and without it the
administration does not visualize how School D would
survive. The community has provided a hand in the
school's renovation efforts. The administration of School
0 credits strong community support for the fact that
School □ has bean able to instill in its students a pride
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in their environment. School 0 has not found it necessary
to operate a small business enterprise to involve the
community or supplement tuition revenue. There are
specific fundraising activities for the school managed by
the governing board.
School D admits that if it were not a school long
associated with African Amerricans it probably would
receive more funding. At present many African Americans
do not support them because of general lack of
understanding about the religion and its values. The
particular religion that they are associated with allows
for a specific stereotype to surface which hinders the
entire group.
THE FINANCIAL SITUATION
Specific information was not available on how the
school was financed. The administration was able to say
that tuition revenue supports a major portion of the
school. The school is operating the the black, and will
not close this year, or next, due to any financial or
operational deficit. The institution is not in any type
of financial distress, even though they could use any
additional monies that anyone would like to donate.
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School □ Is a low cost institution that has not been
forced into any extreme funding measures. Though the
institution has been affected by inflation, the general
economy and increasing costs, survival of the school can




The church owns the land and building apace that
School 0 occupies. Therefore, the school pays no rent or
mortgage. Owning the property has many advantages for
the individuals associated with School 0. Property
ownership puts the school in a position of power. The
administration foresees few, if any, problems with
renovation or construction plans for the property.
School 0 has been given the affirmative nod from the
church to do with the land as they please, as long as it
is for the benefit of the school. "Any further comments
on building or property ownership and its decolonizing
effects would be self-evident", according to the
principal. One teacher noted that she would not feel as




The purpose of School 0 is to provide each student
With:
educational opportunities to enable him/her
to discover and develop his/her potential in
becoming a strong moral, spiritual an
intellectual leader of our society...10
Religious activities (i.e.,prayers, chants] require
student participation and reflect the mission of the
school. The courses at the school reflect society in
general rather than the philosophy of the religious
group. Specific religious courses are required of all
students.
V
The highest of moral, spiritual qualities are
sought in prospective faculty members and Instilled in
all their students. Classes are taught in such a way
r
as to promote the moral fiber inherent in man. The
ideology is easily detected in its outreach into the
community. The school has undertaken the task of




In order to give students the quality education
that they deserve, School □ is committed to employing
qualified Faculty members. Faculty members and
students are regarded as part of an extended family.
They both use the familial terminology of sister and
brother in addressing each other.
Faculty salaries at School □ are lower than those
in the public school system. The administration at the
school says that this is so because the school is
small, private and has limited funds for teacher
salaries.
The school accepts any faculty member that is
certified to teach in this state; however, they prefer
for the faculty member to belong to the same religion
for the sake of commonality in church-school relations
and activities.
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF SCHOOL D
School □ views the independent black school
movement as very laudable and viable. Although School
□*s religion reaches deep into the history of African
Americans, the views of the church cannot be considered
nationalistic. The school and the church want to
project to the world that society’s salvation lies in
the ’’back to the creator" or one God concept. The
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school caters to African American children because
African Americans make up a majority of the members of
the religious organization. The school does not feel
that this makes it devoted to just one people. The
church and school are concerned with the equality,
justice and morality of all people.
GOVERNANCE
d
The school board and the principal at School □ are
devoted to the religious organization that sponsors the
school. Since the school is an outgrowth of the
religious organization it is not a dlfficult task to
transfer their beliefs to the operation of the school.
African Americans dominate the governing board because
persons of other races have not expressed a desire to
belong to the board, even though attempts have been
made to recruit individuals from other races and ethnic
backgrounds.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
The community and the school have a mutual
admiration and respect for each other, as evidenced by
the community’s support of School D’s activities.




The ideology/mission of tho school ranked highest
among all factors associated with the survival of the
school. All individuals associated with the school are
clear about the school’s mission, so that there is no
confusion associated with the school’s projected and
actual aims and goals.
School D v-beliaves that there is one creator and
that creator allows each individual to take
responsibility for her or his actions. Looking to that
one creator for guidance, one is led to the
understanding that race, color or religion is of no
concern when considering the total picture of man and
what makes up his moral character.
FINANCIAL SITUATION
There was not sufficient information from School D
regarding their funding resources to make any type of
evaluative statement on their financial situation. The
administration did indicate that they are in need of
additional funds, but they are not in the process of
securing funds by any proposal or grant writing means.
Although School □ is in need of money, it is not about
to close because of financial woes. Like any
institution, more money would ma ke School □ ’ s
operations easier to manage.
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PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
Property ownerehip has been a aource of pride for
School D's adminiatration. The principal faela that
owning the property ia of the utmoat importance and
attachea special significance to this fact. Owning the
land has rendered a feeling of permanency among members
of the administration. School 0 has no wish to purchase
any additional land at this time. Plans for rebuilding
and making rer^novations are being considered for next
year.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
The faculty members at School 0 are accredited by
the state of Georgia. The faculty is paid on a regular
basis. The school’s mission and purpose is the
foremost factor in attracting the faculty. The members
of the faculty realize that they must be qualified,
respected leaders in the classroom. Consequently much
of their private time is spent reading and preparing
creative didactic and scholastic learning activities
for their students.
RANKING OF THE BROAD GENERAL FACTORS
When asked to rank the factors relating to
survival of School d in order of importance, School 0
responded in the following manner collectively:
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"An Adaptive Re-Use Proposal for {School 8}" {Name
withheld in order for school to remain anonymous.},
Unpublished Document. July, 1980. p.22.
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"Parent-Teacher Handbook" {School C}, Unpublished
Document, 16 January 1982. p.2.
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Taped interview with the administrator of School C,
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FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY OF THE
INDEPENDENT BLACK EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
This chapter will present the findings of the
survey from forty-eight IBEI’s. The chapter is divided
into four sections to accomplish this task. Section I
will present to the reader a description of the
respondents. Section II will report on the presence of
bias, if any. Section III will report on the means of
the responses from the opened and closed schools, the T-
values of these schools and the statistical
significance, if any, of the six factors that relate to
the survival and the demise of the IBEI's that were
surveyed. Section IV will give a ranking of the six
factors among the opened and closed schools. Wherever
f
applicable the corresponding statistical analysis in
table form will accompany the literature.
Section I
DESCRIPTIDN OF THE PDPULATION
The demographic information was gained from
responses to questions one through nine of the
questionnaire. The institutional status (opened or
129
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closed] of the respondent was first determined. Next,
tables for questions two through nine were constructed
based upon the responses of the two groups to each
question.
OPEN SCHOOLS
Forty of the forty-eight respondents indicated
that their IBEl*s were now in operation. As can be
ascertained from Tables XIII through XX, the forty open
schools had the following characteristics:
1. Fifteen IBEI'S, or 37.5% of the open schools, had
been in existence for at least six but less than ten
years.
2. Eighteen IBEI'S or 45% of the open schools, had less
than fifty students.3.Thirty-two IBEI’S, or 80% of the open schools had a
student enrollment that was entirely African
American.
4. Seventeen IBEI’s or 42.5% of
faculty student ratio of
thirteen IBEI’s,or32.5% of
faculty student ratio of at
1:25.
the open schools,had a
at least 1:10, while
the open schools, had a
least 1:10 but less than5.Nineteen IBEI's, or 47.5% of the open schools, had
faculty salaries of less than $5,000 annually;
however, ten IBEI's, or 25% of the open schools, had
faculty salaries that ranged from $5,000 to $10,000
annually.6.Fifteen IBEI’s, or 37.5% of the open schools,
had annual budgets of more than $45,000.7.Twenty-three, or 57.5% of the open schools, owned
the property that their facility was located on.
a. Fifteen IBEI's or 37.5% of the open schools, ware




Eight of t he forty-eight respondents were
administrators of IBEI’s that were no longer i n
operation. Tables XIII through XX reveal the
following demographic characteristics of the
schooIs.
SUMMARY OF THE DEMOGRAPHIC FINDINGS FOR THE OPENED
V'
AND CLOSED IBEI«S
Forty IBEI’s CQ3-3%3 were open and eight
(1B.B%] were closed. Collectively their
characteristics were as follows:
1. Sixteen, or 33% of the IBEI's had been in
operation for at least six but less than ten years.
2. Twenty-two, or 45.8% of the IBEI's had less than
fifty pupils.
3. Forty, or 83.3%, of the population surveyed had
only African American students.
4. Nineteen, or 38.6%, of the population surveyed
had a faculty student ratio of less than 1:10.
5. Seventeen, or 35.4%, had a faculty-student ratio
of more than 1:10 but less than 1:25.
6. Twenty-two, or 45.8%,of the schools surveyed had
a faculty salaries below $5,000.
Eighteen, or 37.5%, of the schools surveyed had




a. Thirty, or 62.5%, of the population survayed
owned their individual property.
9. Seventaan, or 35.4% of the population aurveyed














16 + YEARS 5 12.5% 0 5 10.4%
11 - 15 YEARS a 20.0% 2 25.0% 1 0 20.a%
6-10 YEARS 15 12.5% 1 12.5% 1 6 33.3%
0 - 5 YEARS a 20.0% 4 50.0% 12 25.0%
MISSING CASES 4 10.0% 1 12.5% 5 10.4%
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TABLE XIV









200 + PUPILS 3 7.5% 0 3 6.3%
151 - 200 PUPILS 5 12.5% 0 5 10.4%
101 - 150 PUPILS 3 7.5% 0 3 6.3%
51 - 100 PUPILS 7 17.5% 3 37.5% 10 20.8%
LESS THAN 50 PUPILS 18 45.0% 4 50.0% 22 45.8%
MISSING CASES 4 10.0% 1 12.5% 5 10.4%
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OF THE STUDENT BODY
BLACKS IN THE MAJORITY 32 80,0% 8 100.0% 40 83.3%
BLACKS, WHITES, HISPANICS,
EQUALLY DISPERSED 3 7.5% 0
WHITES IN THE MAJORITY 0 0
HISPANICS IN THE MAJORITY 1 2.5% 0
3 6.3%
1 2.1%
MISSING CASES ^ 10.0% 4 8.3%
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TABLE XVI
INSTITUTIONAL STATUS AND FACULTY - STUDENT RATIO
INSTITUTIONAL STATUS
OPENED SCHOOLS CLOSED SCHOOLS TOTAL
N = 40 N = 8 N=4a
FACULTY-STUDENT RATIO
MORE THAN 1:40 0 0 0
1 : 26 - 1:40 5 12.5% 1 12.5% 6 12.5%
1 ; 10 - 1:25 13 32.5% 4 50.0% 17 35.4%
LESS THAN 1:10 17 42.5% 2 25.0% 1 9 39.6%
MISSING CASES 5 12.5% 1 12.5% 6 12.5%
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TAOLE XVII








ANNUAL FACULTY SALARY SCALE
$15,000 + 2 5.0% 1 12.5% 3 6.3%
$11,000 - $15,000 2 5.0% 0
\
2 4.2%
$ 5,000 - $10,000 10 25.0% 3 37.5% 13 27.1%
LESS THAN $5,000 19 47.5% 3 37.5% 22 45.8%
MISSING CASES 7 17.5% 1 12.5% a 1G.7%
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TABLE XVIII











$45,000 + 15 3 7.5% 3 37.5% 18 37.5%
$31,000 - $45,000 3 7.5% 2 25.0% 5 1 0.4%
$16,000 - $30,000 1 1 27.5% 3 37.5% 14 29.2%
$0 - $15,000 4 10.0% 0 4 8.3%
MISSING CASES 7 17.5% 0 7 14.6%
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TABLE XIX









OWN THE PROPERTY 23 57.5% 7 87.5% 30 62.5%
RENT THE PROPERTY 6 ?.0% 1 12.5% 7 1 4 . (3%
LEASE THE PROPERTY 5 12.5% 0 5 10.4%













NORTHEAST 1 5 37 . S% 2 25.0% 17 35.4%
SOUTHEAST 8 20.0% 0 8 1 6.5%
NORTHWEST 5 12.5% 0 5 1 0.4%
SOUTHWEST 4 10.0% 2 2 5.0% 6 12.5%
MIDWEST .•s-3 7.5% 4 50.0% 7 14.6%
MISSING CASES 5 12.5% 5 10.4%
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Section II
CHI SQUARE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
CThe test for bias among the opened and closed
s chooIs.]
The .05 level of significance was used to
determine whether or not to reject the null hypothesis
i
for each of the demographic oharaoteristios.
In order to determine the Chi Square significance,
the institutional status of the I3EI was cross
tabulated with items two through nine of the
questionnaire.
Item 2. Years in Operation
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the number of years of operation in the responses from
the opened and closed schools.
Chi Square = 4.31543 with 3 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.1850
The null hypothesis is accepted and a true papulation
difference does not exist in this category.
Item 3. Enrollment
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the student enrollment of the opened and closed
s cho o1s.
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Chi Square = 3.57866 with 4 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.4660
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
population difference in this category.
Item 4. Racial characteristics
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the racial characteristics of the student body in the
opened a>nd closed schools.
Chi Square = 0.97778 with 2 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.6133
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
population difference for this category.
Item 5. Faculty-Student Ratio
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the faculty-student ratio of the opened or the closed
schools.
Chi Square = 1.09226 with 2 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.5792
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
papulation difference in this category.
Item 6. Faculty Salaries
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the faculty salaries of the opened and the closed
schools.
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Chi Square = 1.45S69 with 3 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0,6932
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
population difference in this category.
Item 7. Annual Budget
Null Hypothesis r There is no significant difference in
the ann^ja 1 budget of the opened or the closed schools.
Chi Square = 2.43160 with 3 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.4476
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
population difference in this category.
Item 8. Property Ownership
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the number of opened or closed schools that own, rent
or lease property.
Chi Square = 1.6376 with 2 degrees of freedom;
Significance = 0.4411
The null hypothesis is accepted and there is no true
population difference in this category.
Item 9. Regional Location
Null Hypothesis - There is no significant difference in
the number of opened or closed schools located
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throughout the United States.
Chi Square = 11.22147 with 4 degrees of freedom;
Significance = .0242
The null hypothesis is rejected in this instance and
there is a true population difference in this category
Section III
4
MEAN FINDINGS AND T-VALUE SIGNIFICANCE
In order to interpret the responses from the
opened and closed schools for each variable, a mean
value was determined. These mean values are listed for
both the survival and demise variables in Tables XXI








With this type of assessment tool, a value was
given to each response A mean value was determined
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from the collective group responses. The mean value
was then correlated with the response value (e.g.,
3.3115 was the mean value for the opened schools’
responses to questions regarding governance as a
survival factor. The response value for the neutral
category was the number three C3]. Therefore, the
opened schools' responses were interpreted to mean that
they neither agreed nor disagreed with the questions
'A
4-
regarding the impact of governance on their survival}.
SURVIVAL RESPONSE CATEGORY
OPENED SCHOOLS
The governance factor had a mean value for the
opened schools [Group 1 on Table XXI} of 3.31. The mean
value of 3.31 represents the neutral response category.
The ideology variable mean was 3.69; the community
involvement mean was 3.25; the financial situation mean
was 3.00; and the faculty qualification variable mean
was 3.07. This placed the respective means of the
variables into the neutral response category. However,
the closer the value of the mean was to the next higher
or lower category the closer the group’s response
reflected a preference for that category.
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CLOSED SCHOOLS
The ideology veriable had a mean value for the
closed schools [Group 2 on Table XXI) of 2.90. The
mean value of 2.9 represents the disagree response
categroy. The community involvement variable was 2.72;
and the faculty qualifications variable mean was 2.6.
This placed the respective means of the variables into
the disagree response category. The property ownership
*




The governance factor had a mean value for the
opened schools [Group 1 on Table XXII) of 1.62. The
mean value of 1.62 represents the strongly disagree
category. The ideology variable mean was 1.17; the
community involvement variable mean was 1.11; the
financial situation variable mean was 1.28; the faculty
qualifications variable mean was 1.1 and the property
ownership variable mean was .80. This placed the




The governance variable had a mean value for the
closed schools [Group 2 on Table XXII] of 2.00. The
mean value of 2.0 represents the disagree response
category. The ideology variable was 2.25; the community
involvement variable mean was 2.31; and the financial
situation variable mean was 2.37. This placed the
respective means of the variables into the disagree
response category. The Property Ownership variable
mean was 0.87 and the faculty qualifications variable
mean was 1.87. This placed the respective means into
the strongly disagree response category.
T - VALUE
Tables XXI and XXII list the T-values for the six
"survival” and "demise" response categories. The.05
confidence level was previously selected for
significance. The T-values were not statistically
significant at the .05 confidence level for the means
of the six variables in both the survival and demise
response categories. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
accepted for each of the variables in Tables XXI and
XXII .
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RANKING OF THE SIX FACTORS
The opened schools ranked the six variables in the
following manner; (The lower mean score represented a
higher ranking.]
Fa ct o rs Mean





Lowest Gove rnance 4.677
The closed schools ranked the six factors in the
following manner;















Co1laotivs 1y, the open and closed schools ranked
six factors in the following manner:
Factors Mean










T - TEST FOR SURVIVAL VARIABLES
GkOuP 1 - TTFMl to
group 2 - ITErtl to
1.
2.
VARlA0I,t number STaUuAHD STANDARD
OF CASES HEAM_ DEVIAIIUIJ __i;RRDF
r ! a-TAiii
ITALUC PRUB^
^QDLED-VAHIANCE j;STIHAI£..*-£CPARAXe. JtABlANCE;. bSXlHAlEL
*
T DEGREES OP 2<TAIb * T DEGREES OP 2>TA1D
<ALUE FREEDOM PRQB,_ * VALUE ..-FREEDOM. PHOB«.
NUShVI SURVIVAL - GOVERNANCE
group 1 40 LUL 0*145 Q-ciZJL
GROUP 2 2.377H 2,0S3 Ot73b
2,03 0,13S 1.55 46 0,128 4 1.21
«
8,39 0.260
NUSRVI SURVIVAL - IDEOLOGY
CRQU£_1 40 3.6962 1.674 0*26i-
GrOuP 2 2,9000 2,412 0,853




NOSkVJ SURVIVAL > COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
GROUP 1 19 3.2S42 1.570 p.24B
GROUP 2 2,7292 2,289 0.809
2,13 0,127 0,80 46 0,429 * 0,62
«
8,37 0,552
NUSRV4 SURVIVAL - FINANCIAL SITUATION
GROUP 1 40 3.0000 I.4bl P,i3l.
GROUP 2 2,1548 i,854 0,655




NU5RV5 SURVIVAL - PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
CROUP 1 40 2*8500 2.045 0.323
GROUP 2 3,0000 2,507 0,886
1,50 0,390 •0,16 46 0.856 4 •0,16
4
8,96 0.877
NUSHV6 SURVIVAL - FACULTY UUALIFICATIONS
CROUP 1 40 3.0792 1.961 0.310
GROUP 2 2.6250 2,204 0,779






T - TEST FOR DEMISE VARIABLES
GkOUP 1 - ITKHl
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group t -40L*£Z15 1 ,B80 -0.207 . * 8 f




4 PUODED VARIANCE ESTIMATE 8 SEPARATE VARIANCE ESTIMATENUDEH2 DEMISE - -JLDfcflmGT 8 * «
GROUP 1 40 1.1700 1.786 0.282 8 8 8
« 1.26 0.590 '8 -1,53 46 0,132 8 -1.42 9.35 0,191CROUP 2 .JL 2.DI11 0.709 * ' 8
8 8
NUDl^MI DEMISE - COMHUNITV INVOiiVEHENT • 4 f
GROUP 1 40 1.1117 1.675 0.265 8 8 8
8 1,42 0.451 8 *1,80 46 0,079 8 •1.59 9,08 0,145
( GROUP 2 8 2.3125 1.99fc 0.705 8 8 8
1 8 8 *
NuDeM4 demise - riNANCIAD situation 8 8 8
GROUP 1 40 1.2893 1.831 0.290 8 8 8 1
8 1,22 0«627 8 •1.51 46 0.139 8 -1,41 9.43 0.194
CROUP 2 8 Jl^AlSa 2.026 0.216 #- .,8,
8 4 8
NUOtM!) DEMISE - PROPERTY ObNERsHIP 8 4 4
GROUP 1 40 0.8000 1.363 0.215 8 4 8
8 1.46 0.629 8 -0,15 46 0,885 8 •O.IT 11.52 0,871
CMa.3oXKS 8 0.8750 1.126 0.398 . 8.;. 8 8
8 8 8
NUPt-Hb ntPlSE - FACULTY tiOADIFlCATIOnS
GROUP 1 40 l.lOOU lt670
CROUP 2 8 Ij 87 5U I * 642..
0,264 * 8
* 1,03 l.OOl) 8 <>1,20
;..D^asj *




As a result of the research effort, the case studies
and sunvey, certain conclusions can be drawn about the
selected factors which impact upon the survival of IBEI.
However, given the nature of responses to the questionnaire
and the observations from the case'studies, very few broad
generalizations can be formulated.
DISCUSSION
Six elements were identified as survival factors. The
factors identified were: governance, financial situation,
mission/ideology, community involvement, faculty
qualifications and property ownership. The following




Governance was thought not to be paramount to the
survival of the IBEI. This factor ranked fourth in
importance to survival among the case studies and sixth
among the surveyed IBEI's. It can be concluded from
the rankings and the questionnaire responses that the
specific leader characteristics, the leadership style
and governi^ng structure were thought (all facets of
the ’’governance” factor) to have had little impact on
the survival of the IBEI.
%
FINANCIAL SITUATION
Despite the low fifth place ranking of this factor
among the case study schools, and third place ranking
of this factor among the surveyed schools, the vast
majority of IBEI's were operating in a precarious
financial situation. Their operating budgets were
small, insufficient and inadequate. A few [25%) of the
closed schools listed the variable "financial
situation" as a reason for their demise.
Wormley concluded in his study that the higher
educational institutions that he observed operated
marginally, just as the IBEI’s observed by this
researcher. The surviving IBEI’s managed to exist from
year to year with limited growth in enrollments,
faculty and financial resources. The IBEI's surveyed
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operated under a condition of financial distress;
however, this condition was not interpreted by the
IBEI's as a crisis situation.
It can be concluded that the surviving and defunct
IBEI’s surveyed failed to recognize the extent of the
importance of finances on their survival. The
administrator of the IBEI must procure, generate and be
'i
in control of a substantial amount of. financial
resources in order for the educational institution to
survive and prosper.
IDEOLOGY
Ideology was thought to be of moment to the
survival of the case study IBEI'S. This factor ranked
first among these schools. However, the surveyed
schools expressed ambivalence toward the impact of this
factor on their survival. Among this group, ’’ideology"
ranked fourth. Thus, it can be concluded that there is
little, if any, agreement among the IBEI’s regarding
the importance of the impact of this factor upon their
survival.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Community involvement ranked number two and was
thought to be of importance to the survival of IBEI’s
by three of the four case studies, who were directly
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responsible to the community for their existence and
who openly solicited community input in the daily
operations of their schools. However, this factor
ranked only fifth among the surveyed IBEI’s.
As in the case of the ’’ideology” factor, it can be
concluded that there was a lack of agreement among the
various IBEI’s regarding the importance of an effective
'4
and ha/*monious relationship between the IBEI and the
community in which it operates.
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
Faculty qualifications ranked third among the case
study schools but first among the surveyed schools. It
was obvious that among the IBEI's surveyed ’’faculty
qualifications” appeared to be the factor that they
considered most crucial to their survival. By ranking
this factor third, it was equally clear that the case
study schools also felt that this factor played a
significant role in their survival.
It can be concluded that there was some general
agreement that this factor was thought by the IBEI’s to
play.an important role in their survival.
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
The case studies ranked ’’property ownership” last
among the factors crucial to their survival. On the
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other hand, the surveyed IBEI's ranked the ''property
ownership" variable second among the factors critical
to their survival. It is apparent that there was a
lack of agreement among the various IBEI's regarding





The IBEI's investigated in this study were
struggling for survival. This was evidenced by their
financial situation, which'was weak and precarious.
Moreover, the administrators of the IBEI's
investigated were pursuaded that faculty qualifications
and ideology were considered to be of central
importance to them.
Though seeming to reject the ways in which the
public school operates, administrators of IBEI's have
remained within the mainstream in their approach to
governing their institutions.
There existed a clear lack of agreement on the
part of the administrators of the IBEI's regarding the
importance of the selected factors on their survival as
evidenced by the case study and survey rankings. At
best, this researcher can only speculate on the
rationale behind the differences in the survival factor
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rankings. One speculation might be that the case study
schools were made aware of the operational definitions
for all six factors before the interview was conducted
and the survey schools were not. This possibly caused
the survey schools to attach their own definition to
this broad term. The questionnaire did not address the
reasons behind the ranking selection, it simply asked
'4
the retepondents to put a dollar value on each of the
six factors if given $100,000 to insure their school's
survive1.
Furthermore, the term, "faoblty qualifications",
which was perceived by the administrators of the IBEI's
as a major concern, is closely aligned with the
perceptions of administrators in the public schools
regarding their faculty.
Finally, it can be concluded that the IBEI's
investigated in this study fared better than had been
expected, in spite of: {1.} The heavy risks associated
with dependence upon tuition revenue as a major source
of income. {2.} The lack of funds due to inflationary
measures and out backs in education. {3.} The average
enrollment of the IBEI's surveyed which was less than
100 students; and {4} The oompetion of the public
school system for students, as well as for faculty




The following implications are warranted from
findings of this study:
the
1. There appears to be a clear lack of focus on the
part of the administrators of the IBEI's surveyed in
their perception of the factors that affect their
schools' survi>/al. The administrators are focusing
attention on the qualifications of faculty members when
they may not be fiscally able to meet their payroll,
let alone open their doors next year. It appears as if
the management strategies of the administrators in
these IBEI's need to be altered.
2. Even under conditions of adversity, some IBEI's will
survive. The ability to survive under such conditions
implies that these IBEI's were relatively efficient in
their use of monies. They have heavily depended on
tuition revenue and evidenced that they can persist
even though there are limited resources.
3. Since a great deal of emphasis was placed upon
"faculty qualifications," it is evident that IBEI
administrators perceive that faculty members must be
qualified to accomplish the task at hand. In all
instances, this task should be directed toward the
school's mission and purpose. This emphasis on "faculty
qualifications" implies that the concerns of the IBEI
are not as militant as some would expect. The
qualifications of the faculty are important to the
survival of the IBEI; nevertheless, faculty members
must have a leader and a governing structure to guide
and monitor their goal directed activities.
4. The IBEI's that have survived are doing so because a
need is being fulfilled.
With all of the factors that militate against the
survival of the IBEI, it should be non-existent. In
spite of these hardships, it remains a viable
educational alternative. This researcher contends that
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the future holds promise for the IBEX. This contention
is based upon the following careful observations; C1)
the maturation . of the independent black school
movement, and (2) the determination of dedicated and
talented administrators that their school will survive.
The IBEX is not a here today, gone tomorrow phenomenon.
Xt is a viable institution that through struggle can
and will survive.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Xn order to operate effectively under conditions of
adversity, the XBEX should function as a business
organization whose survival is threatened.
2. Xt is recommended that the XBEX should operate under
a strong central governance structure. A governing
board and an expert manager should comprise the
governance structure. The governing board should
consist of business people from the community who could
share their management skills and a management expert
to administer the daily operations.
3. Xn the area of "financial situation”, the
administrator of the XBEX should consider balancing the
budget, curtailing any and all financial activities
that are not in line with the schools* mission while
looking for additional financial support from the
immediate community.
4. Xn the area of "property ownership*', the XBEX should
consider purchasing its property and refinancing that
property for additional financial resources.
5. Xn the area of "mission/ideology", the XBEX should
strictly adhere to the the goal and purpose of the
school. The XBEX should also delete all programs and
activities that do not relate to the school's mission
and purpose.
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6. In the area of "faculty qualifications", the IBEl
should consider staff and in-service training for
further development of their faculty.
7. In the area of "community involvement", the IBEI
should consider expanding its mission into the
community on the larger scale. The IBEI should make a
conscious effort to have a positive, effective
interchange with the immediate environment.
8. A national directory of organizations [foundations,
trusts, etc.] that provide funds for alternative
schools should be developed.
9. The IBEI Should develop organizational ties with
small private educational institutions and other
networks with the same survival concerns.
10. Further research through case studies should be
conducted at more IBEI's. Some of the questions that
might be addressed are: ^
. What are the characteristics that distinguish
existing IBEI's from those that are defunct?
. Did the existence of a particular factor or
factors depend upon the type of institution, where




CHECKLIST FOR DOCUMENTS UTILIZED BY THE INDIVIDUAL























The Interviewer will record your responses.
GOVERNANCE
1. Can you attribute the survival of your IB(E)I to effective
governance? I N
2. Briefly describe the governing structure. (Do you have a
governing board, cooperative situation or is there an owner
who is also the director?)
3. Would you say that the leadership style affects the
existence of your IB(E)I? (Leadership style refers to
autocratic, democratic, and laissez-faire.) T N
4. Does your IB(E)I operate under the auspices of any other
organization? (e.g., community, political or religious
organization).IN
If answer is yes, what type of organization?
Are there advantages to affiliation? I N
Are there any disadvantages? I N (please comment)
5. Are African Americans in control of your IB(E)I? I N
6. Do African Americans make the vital decisions in your
IB(E)I? I N
7. Does the governing structure at your IB(E)I control the
enrollment? IN
Is your enrollment open? I N
Is your enrollment selective? I N
(If so, what is this selectivity based upon?)
8. Does the governing structure manage the finances? I N
9. Does the governing structure handle the futuristic
planning and forecasting of your IB(E)I? I N
10. Would better management or planning improve y9ur IB(E)I?
IN %
If the above answer is yes, have you made arrangements to
hire consultants in these areas or utilized the services of
management training institutions? I N
11. If the leadership of your IB(E)I departed would your
institution close down? I N
12. Is the person in the leadership capacity, a candidate for
"burn-out"? IN
13. Any other comments on governance and its relationship to
the survival of your institution? I N
IDEOLOGI
1. Would you attribute the survival of your IB(E)I to the
institution's adherence to a specific mission/ideology? I
N
2. What is the purpose of this school?
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3« Does 7our school’s mission attract the faculty and staff?
T N
4< Are there any required courses or activities at this
IB(E)I? I N
5. Are the characteristics of the courses reflected in the
mission/ideology? I >N
6. Are the rules and regulations of your IB(E)I reflected in
the ideology/mission? I N
7. Is there any congruence between what you purport to do at
your institution and what actually occurs? Y N
8. Would you say that all of the participants of your IB(E)I
agree on the mission/ideology of the institution? I N
9- Is the Nguza Saba a part and parcel of your curriculum? I
N
[The Seven ^rincipl'is of Blackness - Umoja (Unity),
Kujichagulia (self-determination), Ujima (Collective work and
Responsibility), Ujamaa (Co-operative Economics), Nia
(Purpose), Kuumba (Creativity), Imani (Faith)]
10. Any further comments on your IB(E)I's ideology/mission as
it relates to its survival? T N
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1. Would you attribute the survival of your IB(E)I to an
awareness of changes in the community? Y N
2. Do you initiate and/or sponsor community activities? Y
N
and vice versa? Y N
3. Do you offer evening/Saturday classes and workshops for
your community? Y N
and vice-versa? Y N
4. Do you incorporate community individuals as teachers in
your everyday activities? Y N
5. Does the community support your educative effort? Y N
6. Does your IB(E)I operate a small business enterprise to
involve the community? Y N
To supplement tuition revenue? Y N




Clothing Cooperative Y N
7. Are there any conditions or contingencies that the
community or outside environment puts on your IB(E)I? Y N
8. Do you have any further comments on community involvement
as it relates to the survival of your IB(E)I? Y N
FINANCIAL SITUATION
1. Are there any trends in your Income and expenditures? I
2. Briefly describe how your institution is financed?
please include the following percentages.
a. Tuition Revenue Z
b. Annual Giving Z
c. Endowment Giving Z
d. Government Appropriations Z
e. Other (please explain) Z
3. Is your institution operating in the red or the black?
^Red ^Black
4. Will your institution close this year due to a financial
deficit? I N
Will it close due to an operational deficit? T N
5. Is your institution in financial distress? (persistent
deficits) T N
6. Have you been forced into any extreme funding measures? T
N
7. Is your institution a high or low cost institution?
high ^low
8. Does any of your funding restrict the ideology or
philosophy or your IB(E)I? T N
9« Has inflation, the general economy, or the effects of
increasing cost affected the funding and survival of your
institution? T N
10. Would you attribute the survival of your IB(E)I to its
ability to remain financially healthy? I N
11. Any futher comments on funding and its relationship to
the survival of your IB(E)I? T N
PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
1. Does the governing structure own and operate this IB(E)I?
Y N
2. Do you rent or lease your facility?
Rent Y N
Lease Y N
3» Do you pay a mortgage? Y N -
4. Does owning your own property attribute to the survival of
your IB(E)I? Y N
5. Any further comments on property ownership and its
relationship to the survival of your IB(E)I? Y N
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
1. Would you attribute the survival of your IB(E)I to
effective teachers? Y . N
2. Are your teachers and children regarded as family members?
(e.g. the extended' family concept) Y N




Low funds Y N
Other
4« Are qualif^ied teabhers and staff a necessity in the
operation of your IB(E)I? Y N
5. Are your teachers re-trained in order to educate African
American children? Y N
6. Any other comments on how the qualifications of the
faculty relate to the survival of your IB(E)I? Y N
1B7
How would you rank the following factors in order of their
importance to the survival of-your institution?
Please rank the factors one to six, one being the highest and









Are there any other factors that you feel impact upon the
survival of your Independent Black (Educational) Institution?
At present what are your views on 'the viability of the
Independent Black School Movement?
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QUESTIONS FOR STUDENT INTERVIEWS
BACKGROUND INFORMATION1.How long have you attended this Independent Black
(Educational; Institution?
GOVERNANCE
1. Are the major decisions at this IB(E)I made by the
leader/director? T N
If not, then by whom?
2. Would you say that the faculty and governing person/leader
have a good relationship? T N
3« Do you know the leader/governing person in charge of your
school? T N
If so, then please identify?
4* Do students get along with teachers here? T N
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT/IDEOLOGY
1. What in your words is the purpose of this school?
2. Do you like this school? Y N
3. Are there things you dislike about the school? Y N'"
If yes, please explain....
4. Would you say that the students had any problems in this
school? Y N
5. Do you think that this school has a good reputation in
this community? Y N
6. When it comes time for you to leave this school, would you
recommend this school to your friends to attend? Y N
would you, send your children here to this school? Y N
FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS
1. Do your teachers know what they are doing? Y N
2. Do you feel comfortable with your teachers? Y N
3. Are your teachers smart enough for you? Y N
4. Do your teachers know the purpose of this school? Y N
5. Who are the individuals responsible for making decisions







I am a doctoral student In Educational Administration and Policy Studies at Atlanta University
and I need your help in completing my dissertation. I*ly dissertation is entitled. The Independent
Black (Educational) Institution: An Exploration and Identification of Selected Factors That Relate
To Their Survival. It focuses on.„six broadly defined factors that reappear in the literature as
tantamount to the survival of organizations/institutions of higher education. These six factors are:
governance, ideology, financial situation, faculty qualifications, community involvement and property
ounership.
I have been in contact uiith the Council of Independent Black Institutions. Its National
Executive Officer, Kofi Lomotey, has given his approval for me to study institutions associated uiith
CIBI. Preston lililcox of Afram Associates, has offered his support by furnishing a majority of
independent school names and locations.
fly research will be in tuio parts. Part I, consisted of four in depth case studies that focused
on the aforementioned factors. Part II of my research, uihich requires your asistance, is a brief
survey uiith a questionnaire regarding these same six factors. To perform the necessary analysis for
Part II of my study, I need for you to complete the attached forms and return them to me via the
self-addressed envelope uiithin ten days.
I am hoping you uiill agree to participate in this survey and supply the necessary data. I have
invested a considerable amount of time and energy into this project and I am anticipating exciting
results. It goes uiithout saying that any information that you provide through the questionnaire uiill
be held in the strictest confidence. For furnishing such information, I mill gladly share copies of
my findings uiith your institution.
I look foruiard to hearing from you. Uith uiarmest uiishes I am...
Sincerely yours.
fis. flargaret A. Bouiers
Doctoral Candidate
Educational Adninistration and Policy Studies
Approved:
Barbara R. Hatton, Ph.D.,
Dean, School of Education
Dissertation Advisor
Enclosures: CIBI Letter of Approval to Conduct Research
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YES YES YES YES
NO YES NO YES
YES YES NO YES
NO YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
YES YES YES YES
NO YES YES NO
YES YES YES NO
YES YES NO NOOTHER DOCUMENTS
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TABLE XIIV
SUMMARY RANKING OF BROAD GENERAL FACTORS FOR SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING IN CASE STUDIES
FACTORS SCHOOLS
• •
A B C ' D
GOVERNANCE 5 6 1 4
FUNDING 6 4 5 3
IDEOLOGY 1 1 2 1
COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT 4 3 4 2
TEACHIIIG 3 2 3 6
PROPERTY
OWNERSHIP - 2 5 6 5
APPENDIX D
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QUESTIONNAIRE ( P L E A S E _R E T U R N _!!l I T HI N_T E N _D A Y S )
IG_BE_C0!|1PLEIE0_BY__IHE_CHrEF”ADniNlsfRAT0R“0F_THE_SCH00L
DEnOGRAPHIC INFORNATION
PLEASE ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW AND ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOUR INDEPENDENT BLACK
(EDUCATIONAL) INSTITUTION IB(E)I IS OPEN OR CLOSED. IF YOUR SCHOOL IS CLOSED, GIVE THE LAST OPERATIONAL DATE FOR YOUR
RESPONSES.
1. Is your school In opsrstlon? Yes No Date
I
*
2. Whether open or closed Indicate the nutriber of years in operation. Data (Check one)
0-5 years 6-10 years 11-15 years 164- years
3. Indicate your approximate enrollment for the current or the last year of operation. Data (Check one)
__less than 50 pupils 51-100 pupils 101-150 pupils 151-200 pupils __200+ pupils
4. Describe the racial characteristics of your student body? Date (Check one)
Blacks in the majority Whites in the majority Hispanics in the majority Integrated (races are equally
dispersed)
5. What is your faculty-student ratio? Date (Check one)
less than 1110 1i10-1i25 1i26-1t40 flore than 1i40
B. Approximate your faculty salaries. Date (Check one)
less than $5,000 $6 - $10,000 $11 - $15,000 $16,000+
>• .
7. Indicate the range that your annual budget falls into. Date (Check one)
^.$15,000 $16,000 - $30,000 $31,000 - $45,000 $46,000+
t
B. Property Ownership Date (Check the appropriate blank)
Own the property that the school is housed upon (pay mortgage) Rent the facility Lease the facility
a
3. What part of the country are you located in? (Check one) Date
Northeast Southeast Northwest Southwest fUdwest
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THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS EXPRESS AN OPINION REGARDING THE
SURVIVAL OF INDEPENDENT BLACK (EDUCATIONAL) INSTITUTIONS.
PLEASE INDICATE HOW lOU FEEL ABOUT THE STATEMENTS BY CIRCLING
HOW STRONGLY YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH EACH.




STRONGLY DISAGREE = SD
PLEASE PREFACE EACH STATEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING PHRASE®
M7 Independent Black (Educational) Institution has survived
because...1...African Americans are in control. SA A N D SD2...0f effective governance. SA A N D SD3...1t utilizes a governing board. SA A N D SD4...0f one owner who is also the chief administrator. SA A
N D SD
5.•.of affiliation with a communitj, political or religious
organization. SA A N D SD6...the governing structure controls the enrollment. SA A
N D SD7...the governing structure manages the finances. SA A N
D SD8...the governing structure hires consultants or utilizes the
services of management training institutions to improve its
management and planning techniques. SA A N D SD9...0f specific leader characteristics. SA A N D SD10...1t operates as a cooperative. SA A N D SD11...1t transmits the cultural heritage of4 African'Americans.
SA A N D SD '•12...1t adheres to a specific mission. SA A N D SD13...all of the participants of the school agree on the
mission. SA A N D SD14...1t reflects a black value system. SA A N D SD15...1ts courses reflect the school>s mission. SA A N D
SD16...1t relates to the African American community. SA A N
D SD17...1t initiates and sponsors community activities. SA A
N D SD18...1t utilizes community individuals as teachers. SA A N
D SD19...the community supports this educational endeavor. SA A
N D SD20...1t offers evening;Saturday classes to stimulate the
home-school environment. SA A N D SD
17621...1t operates a small business enterprise to involve the
community. SA A N D SD22...1t is independent of white financial support. SA AN
D SD23...1t is financed mostly through tuition revenue. SA A N
D SD
24*..it is financed through large monetary gifts. SA AN
D SD25...1t remains financially healthy. SA A N D SD26...1t has not been forced into extreme funding measures.
SA A N D SD27...1t is a low cost institution. SA A N D SD28...1t does not allow the funding to restrict the school's
mission. SA A N D SD29...1t owns the property that the school is housed upon. SA
A N D SD30...faculty members are representative of what they teach.
SA A N D SD31...the teachers are qualified and effective. SA A N D
SD32...faculty regard students as extended family members. SA
A N D SD33..-faculty are more concerned with quality education than
with high salaries. SA A N D SD
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS EXPRESS AN OPINION REGARDING THE
DEMISE OF INDEPENDENT. BLACK (EDUCATIONAL) INSTITUTIONS.
PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BLANK SPACES AS PREYIOUSLI
INSTRUCTED. RATE THESE FACTORS AS THEY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO
THE DEMISE OF TOUR INDEPENDENT BLACK (EDUCATIONAL)
INSTITUTION.
Conclude the following statements with; ^ f
....led to the demise of my Independent Black (Educational)
Institution;
1. Control of the institution by non African-Americans has...
SA A N D SD2.The absence of a governing board has... SA A N D SD
3. The absence of a dogmatic leader has... SA A N D SD
4. The lack of racial integration among the student body
has... SA A N D SD
5. The lack of an affiliation with a community, political or
religious organization has... SA A N D SD
6. The absence of futuristic planning or forecasting has...
SA A N D SD
7. The lack of the use of consultants have... SA AND
SD
8. The absence of an evaluative assessment has... SA A N
D SD
9. The lack of an effective leader has... SA A N D SD
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10. The departure of the chief administrator has... SA A
K D SB
11. Not adhering to any specific mission has... SA A N B
SB
12. The lack of a mission as It relates to African American
people has... SA A N B SB
13* No correlation between the curriculum core courses and
the school's mission has... SA A N B SB
14* The absence of an African American value system has...
SA A N B SB
15. Misinterpretations of the school's mission among the
faculty and staff have... SA A N B SB
16. Parents not volunteering their services to the school
have... SA A N B SB
17. The lack of a cooperative effort between the parents and
the faculty has... SA A N B SB
18. Not being involved with the African American community
has... SA A N B SB
19* Not utilizing individuals from the African American
community as teachers/speakers have... SA A N B SB
20. Not addressing the community's needs and concerns through
workshops and lectures have... SA A N B SB
21. The lack of community support has... SA A N B SB
22. The loss of government subsidies has... SA A N B SB
23. Operating as a high cost institulon has... SA A N B
SB
24* Parents lagging behind in tuition payments have... SA
A N B SB
25. Financing mostly through tuition revenues has... SA A
N B SB
26. Persistent deficits have... SA A N B SB
27. Inflation, the general economy and increasing costs
have... SA A N B SB
28. The inability to remain financially healthy has... SA
A N B SB " . f
29. The absence of property ownership haa^... SA A N B
SB
30. Faculty 'members without recognized credentials have...
SA A N B SB
31. Lower than average salaries for faculty members have...
SA A N B SB
32. Lazy faculty members have... SA A N B SB
33. Faculty members who were in need of a retraining and
reeducation process in order to effectively educate African
American children have... SA A N B SB
If you received an anonymous gift of $100,000 for your
school, how would you divide this amount among the following
factors to insure your school's survival?
$ GOVERNANCE . .
$ IBEOLOGI (SCHOOL'S MISSION ANB PURPOSE)
$ COMMUNITT INVOLVEMENT (WORKSHOPS, COMMUNITY
CULTURAL EVENTS, BAZAARS)
$ FINANCIAL SITUATION
$ FACULTY (SALARIES, IN-SERVICE DEVELOPMENT)
$ PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
INPUT,
THANK-YOU, THIS COMPLETES THE QUESTIONNAIRE.





UnOJA SASA HOUSE OF LEARNING, INC.
The current Trtjstees of Itooja Sasa House of Learning, Inc., are herein describing the conditions
and reasons which compelled us to vote isianinously for closing all phases of the program. This
statement is being presented to you because we*re concerned that various people, organizations,
institutions, and shule be fully aware of and have an opportuiity to learn from our experience.
On June 14, 1971 approximately five people made a firm cannitment to undertake the building of
an Independent Black School in Colunbus, Ohio. Thus, Umoja Sasa Shule was opened with largely
volunteers during the first submer. The sunner saw many rhetorical Pan-Africanists leave the
program. However, k strong cadre decided to continue, expand, and improve the effort. The
compelling reason being is that we sought to build an institution, and rejected the concept of
perpetuating a smraer enrichment program or establishing an after "public* school ai4)plementary
program.
«
Thus, we examined our legal posture, identified laws, and regulations to be complied with, hired
two teachers, sought information on similar institutions around the country, obtained a lease on an
adequate facility, began to develop the curriculm and Implement an organizational posture that
insured accountability and projected quality.
During the next nine months of operation many positive and strengthening experiences ensued for
those cadre who diligently sought information and insight. Additionally, those who were willing to
travel and make any and every sacrifice required grew even more strong in their conmitment to
building an institution. The task ahead was calling for a total conmitment. A mortbor of the
"family” was called tfxn to sacrifice money, tine, personal family, convenience, and to re-order
priorities. The Intensity of the struggle led many others to abandon the effort, seek better Jobs,
continue their own education orJust put some distance between themselves and awareness of the needs
of the Shule. -
At this point in tine, the institution had the following components: Parent Council, Afrikan
Rarket, Shule, Brotherhood, Sisterhood, Newsletter and frequent fund raising ventures. Every attenpt
was ude to strengthen members of the family and heighten their political consciousness. These
efforts only revealed that a firm comnitment to blDRK was practically non-existent. We were forced to
accept individual weakness, timidity, deceitfulness, and Just plain laziness. Furthermore, during
the Spring of 1972 it became apparent that an entirely new staff would be needed iimiediately and that
additional manpower was required.
The second year found us with completely a new staff, purchasing a facility, continuing and
expanding all conponents, identifying strongly with CIBI, deepened our roots in the connunity, and
working very carefully vd intensely with our Parent Coxicil. IXiring this year, we began to stress
accomtability and quality. Our Teacher Training Workshops were very productive and enabled our
—..Hn to increase their skills. We attempted to elevate the men into a decision-making and strong
role in the program. The Brotherhood was strengthened and made the policy making grof). The
newsletter, Mzket end ahule continued to improve. Our find raising activities became more frequent
and for a greater conmdtment of time and energy from everyone.
However, with the approach of Spring 1973, it became apparent that even further reorganization.
iai
r«-edJcation, clarification and sincara camitfliant Mould ba mandatory« if tha effort Mas to make
another bold move tornard stability and permanance as an education Institution for Black people in
Coluibust Ohio. By this tlmei everything had been or Mas being re-defined, because Me Mere
approaching the Sunmer of 1973 and our plans called for a firm legal posture, three additional staff,
extensive trark on the facility and a deeper coramltnent to institution building. As Me approached
these historic and personal decisions; conflicts intensified, gossip abounded, but generally most
individuals fowl a May to remove themselves - Mith a clear conscious - from any relationship to the
effort.
Again. Me Mere faced Mith losing key staff in the Fall of 1973. Conditions had. nou began to
deteriorate, morale Mas Iom. enthusiasm Mas non-existent. Thus, the decision Mas made on Jine 1.
1973 not to open the Shule for the Sunner Quarter. Extensive plans Mere made to insure a productive
Sumer Quarter. We had planned to open on Sept. 10. 1973 uith a cadre of eleven Morkers ktfio mere
Hilling to give the effort the maximun. However, during the Sumer no one showed any desire to work.
Realizing that one individual, or eyen four people with varying degrees of connitment. could not
build the institution needed; the Trustees of Unoja Sasa House of Learning. Inc., met on Sunday. July
22. 1973 and officially, confirmed the closing of Iftnoja Sasa House of Learning. Inc.
The work of Umoja Sasa House of Learning. Inc.. Involved submitting to a remoulding of one's
life. The struggle demanded the total rejection of certain habits and standards, and a patient and
objective search for the scale of values approprlete to the Afrikan personality. All of us involved
had to discipline ourselves also to an uiremitting militant & intellectual canpalgn. which usually
ran counter- to our habits of reasoning, and to the reason behind our habits. Doubt, confusion,
failures, mistnderstanding end nunerous temptations prevented us from being truly euthentic
representatives of a New Afrikan Culture. Our physical bodies and spiritual personality is still
imprisoned. A rigorous program of involvement wore down the rhetorical values, capacities and
cultural awareness. The actions of our people revealed their true nature. Those few people who were
genuinely concerned could not ma^ anything n^iich would cause harm to the interest of Afrikan people
by not being an effective, true model of struggle. The struggle needs more conscious, conmitted.
dedicated, hard-working people.
This statement has been prepared with no malice toward anyone. We have deliberately refused to
mention names or even imply ill motives to anyone involved - at anytime - with the efforts. Certain
attitudes can be tolerated in Amerlka. but they are totally inadnissible in a struggle to build
Afrikan institutions. Thus, we offer the following list of reasons as evidence of why we felt
conpelled to close the entire program:
1. Laziness
2. Parasitism
3. Urtiealthy pursuit of materialism Wiile neglecting one's financial responsibility to
Itaoja Sasa.
4. Thirteen fmilies ^ owed $929.00 in back tuition, some owning close to $200.00.
5. UruUllnTiess to participate in meetings and share work load equally.
6. Too low a priority rating given to Iknja Sasa )4ien allocating time.
7. UrwUlingness to sacrifice and do menial work.
B. Inability to effectively draw men into a productive relationship with the effort.
9. Tendency of peopl* to speak in abstractions, theoretical terms as conpared to personal.
and practical solutions that show their own growth.
10. Desire to take the suener off from the struggle.
11. UnwUlingress of people to travel, read, study, work, share, and thus gain greater -
Insight and commitment.
12. Tendency to hustle, beat, abuse, and show no respect to the institution or what it .
stands for.
13. Lack of a willingness to be accomtable and challenged for all that ae accept
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responsibility for completing*
14* Little or no initial conmitment to the institution.
15* Playing ignorant to avoid having to act.
16. Putting one's personal educational program ahead of the effort*
17* Our standards of worth & ability* intelligancs and dedication gave way to Individual
whims* petty fame* agitation* selfishness and a longing for innediate returns.
18. An mwlUingness to seek out new positions with respect to our political* moral*
social* economic* educational & cultural responsibilities* compounded by a resistance to
advocate for the new position in all places and in all activities.
The above listing may seem to be repetitious* however* we felt that these specific cases would
provide Insight for other shules.
Nothing in the ^bove statenmt should be interpreted as forecasting the failure of the
Independent Black School noveraent. There are many strong, vigorous institutions and their nunbers
will increase daily. Likewise* we have established deep* personal* and meaningful relationships with
many Brothers & Sisters around the country* It is because of the respect for the idea* these people
end righteousness & ultimata victory of our strugglei that we intend to close with D-I-G-N-I-T-Y*
with our heads held high* with a new knowledge of the problem which confronts us* and with a strong
desire to continue to Impart upon the problem of educating the. young Afrikans and re-educating those
Afrikans who are contaminated. It is futile to wonder about what might or might not have been* as
futile as wondering about the outcome of lost opportinities. Only our mistakes* properly analyzed as
to cause and effect can enrich our minds and give to us and others - the positive benefit of learning
by experience.
Irie w<ll close projecting the positive accomplishment by Umoja Sasa House of Learning* Inc.* with
sincere best wishes for those we've met* influenced or been influencsd by* and with a promise that we
willing find another way to continue our struggle for liberation* During our more than two years of
struggle we achieved the foUowingt
1. Ue awakened and perhaps permanently influenced over 250 Afrlkan watoto.
2. Ue aaaljtted OUT 125 biological parents in making clear choices about child rearing
practices* educational goals* and their role as parents.
3. Ue saw many people develop in a positive manner a commitment to struggle.
4. Ue developed a series of Teacher Training Uorkshops that were exemplary.
5. Ue projected models of work* drive and commitment to be emulated by the sincere.
6. Ue prepared" a monthly newsletter that conveyed truth and reached various segments
of the Black community*
7. Ue developed relevant curricula for the Shule.
8. Ue struggled very hard to raise finds* projected excellence* and correctness in all we
indertook.
9. Ue moved some Black men to the point of making choices.
10. Ue maintained our independence of white funds* participation influence or control
throughout our entire existence.
11. Ue developed an Afrikan market and Boutique to sell top quality fresh fruits and
vegetables and political/cultural items.
12. Ue re-defined the essence of parenthood* manhood* leadership* struggle and many other
/nrppfq which are to establishing nw directions*
13. ue struggled to use the Nguza Saba as a measurement of our efforts.
14. Ue nintained our commitment to that the task of education seriously* to do it right*
to do it well* to be to empirically prove that it was done right and well OR else to
close.
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The concept of Unoja Sasa is not dead* The seeds of struggle and liberation were carefully sown
in all of our watoto and far too few of their parents| however* the harvest lust be gathered some
day. Hopefully* sympathy and condolences will not be offered* because to do so indicates a lack of
understanding of our sincere* strong* camnlttad people. Those people moved Utnoja Sasa House of
Learning or those who were moved by it will continue to make their ijipact.
The charge to draft this statement was given to UAiengula on Sunday* July 22* 1973 by the
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531 WEST 155TH ST-JJEET
N.Y., NY* ^
AHIDIANA W/S
ATTN: TAYARI EWA SALAAM
,P. 0. Box 3A72













366 EAST 47TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60653
ATTN: SIS. MARCIA TATUM






AFRIKAN PEOPLE'S ACTION SCHOOL
ATTN: MWALIMU SHUJAA







DIRECTOR MALE YORUBA SCHOOL




P. 0. BOX 88266
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208






ATTN: BROS. MOOR AND CHAKA
CHILDRENS SPACE
U T A
1108 EAST PECK STREET
COMPTON, CA 90221
DOKPWE WORK STUDY CENTER
COOP COMMUNAL SOCIETY
2535 ST. MAURICE AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70717












MARCUS GARVEY ELEM. SCHOOL
2700 W. 54TH STREET






















539 WEST 152ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
THE EAST UHURU SASA PROFILE
357 SUMNER AVENUE






FREEDOM LIBRARY DAY SCHOOL
BRO. J. CHURCHVILLE
2064 RIDGE AVENUE ■
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19121




C/0 NEW YORK URBAN LEAGUE






AFRICAN CHILD & FAMILY INST.
C/0 SISTER CYNTHIA JEFFERSON






THE LOWER EAST SIDE INT'L SCHOOL
WALLY SIMPSON
203 RIVINGTON STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
MOTHERS’ CORP. CHILD CARE CTR.
711 S. 12TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA
ATTN: BRO. WALTER SULLIVAN
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MWAMKO WA SIASA
261 WEST 136TH STREET
HARLEM, NY 10030
NATION HOUSE WATOTO SCHOOL
ATTN; AYGEI AKOTO
770 PARK ROAD, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20010
f
NEW CONCEPT DEV. CTR.
ATTN; SAFISHA MADHUBUTI
7524 SOUTH COTTAGE GROVE
CHICAGO, IL 60653
























NARCOT, INC. (INIFINITY SCHOOL)
360 WEST 123RD STREET
HARLEM, NY 10031
ATTN; BRO. HARRY L. WATSON
NEW CALVARY KIDDIE KOLLEGE
RUTH NELSON COOKE ACADEMY
MRS. BARBARA ALEXANDER, ADM.






INSTITUTE OF POSITIVE EDUCATION
7848 SOUTH ELLIS AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60610
NILE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
C/0 COUNCIL OF IND. BLACK INST.
P.O. BOX 50396
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
PAN AFRICAN CENTER FOR
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION
ATTN; SISTER KARIMA EMA
1553 FULTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO,, CA 94117
SAMM FINN PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL
966 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
M.H. REED COMM. LEARNING CTR.












C/0 ST. MARKS U.M.C.













SIS. CLARA MUHAMMAD SCHOOL
ATTN; PRINCIPAL
1717 WRIGHT AVENUE
LITTLE ROCK, AK 72202








SIS. CLARA MUHAMMAD SCHOOL
ATTN: PRINCIPAL
4016 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011




ROOTS ACTIVITY LEARNING CENTER
ATTN: MUSINAH DAWAN
6222 N. CAPITAL STREET, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20011
ST. THOMAS COMMUNITY SCHOOL
147 ST. NICHOLAS AVENUE
HARLEM, NY 10026
THE SCHOOL FOR THE CHILDREN OF
AFRIKAN PEOPLE
ATTN: PRINCIPAL, M. KIAMBO NDUMA
2049 N. 4TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
SIS. CLARA MUHAMMAD SCHOOL
ATTN: PRINCIPAL
317 WEST WRIGHT STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
SIS. CLARA MUHAMMAD SCHOOL
ATTN: PRINCIPAL
CLARION AND TRIMBLE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45207
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